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MAKING
MOVIES
THAT ARE
DIFFERENT

T
HE purpose of this book can be told in

a very few words—to enable you to get

the utmost enjoyment from your ama-

teur movie camera.

At the time you purchased your

movie outfit you were supplied with

manuals which explain the principles of its operation and a few

elemental points of movie photography. “Your First Fifty Pic-

tures” is pointed at a quite different target.

We have endeavored to illustrate within the pages of this

booklet the method by which your moving pictures of events of

everyday occurrence can be made more interesting to you and your

audiences. Fifty miniature movie outlines have been prepared to

demonstrate this. They are not, however, presented as inflexible

examples of procedure, a departure from which spells disaster

and compliance with which guarantees perfection. The principles

on which they are based are equally applicable to any other

picture subject—whatever it may be.

Let us mention and briefly describe these principles. We might

term them the three C’s of Cinematography—Continuity, Close'

Ups and Camera Angles; and the greatest of them all is Com
tinuity.

Continuity is the thread upon which the different scenes of
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your story are hung. It is the route of your movie story, and,

similar to any expedition, it is well to have some place to go before

making a start. Relating one scene to another in the proper sue'

cession is the thing that greatly makes for interest in moving pic'

tures; and such sequences can invariably be achieved by a little

planning and forethought.

And it’s well worth while. You will find that Continuity at

once puts a new pleasure into movie making, more fun in actually

taking the pictures and infinitely more enjoyment when you

show them on the screen. A few feet of little Gladys with her

birthday doll is one thing—well worth the taking, of course

—

but only a movie fragment of one of the most important days in

this young lady’s life. On the other hand, a picture with Con'

tinuity, showing the arrival of the guests, presentation of some

of the gifts, the happy group around the table, blowing out the

candles, the doll itself in the fond embrace of its new mother

—

this is something quite different and far more interesting. To
assist the Continuity of your movies it is sometimes necessary

to revise the order of the scenes after your films have been proc'

essed. Also, it is hardly likely that all your shots will be per'

feet and worth preserving—your subjects cannot always be de'

pended upon to do the right thing. For these, and other reasons,

film editing is an important factor in maintaining screen interest

—do not neglect it.

The definition of the term Close'Up is universally understood,

but the importance of its use is not, we fear, quite so widely

appreciated. All too often are shots made of subjects showing

full length figures when it is their features that are primarily to

be desired. Again, let us assume that you wish to illustrate your

subject’s impatience. Would not a close'up of his fingers rapidly

strumming upon the arm of his chair be equally as effective and a

much safer demonstration of impatience than his facial expres'

sion? The outlines that follow clearly demonstrate the effective

use of close'ups.

Camera Angles represent another not overly'worked aid of

the amateur movie maker. For instance, you wish to illustrate
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baby’s wide-eyed amazement at a strange face. What better way
than by making first a close-up of her expression and then an up-

ward shot from the level of her eyes to the awe-inspiring features

of the stranger?

These rather sketchy definitions of Continuity, Close-Ups and

Camera Angles are thoroughly enlarged upon in the outlines

that follow.

Yes, the most fascinating movies of them all can be the every-

day incidents, things that happen around your home time and

again, provided they are filmed in an interesting way. If we are

agreed on the point that your personal movies are at their best

when they reproduce your subjects on the screen just as you

know them, and not in an unnatural and stilted manner, you will

find this book a very valuable one indeed.

Keep these three important items. Continuity, Close-Ups and

Camera Angles, in mind and you will get them in your pictures

—

and the moment you do, your movies will increase 100% in

screen interest.



A FEW SUGGESTIONS
BEFORE YOU START

T
HE various scenes in the outlines that follow are

classified as being either close-ups, semi-close-ups,

medium shots or long shots. It is by a wise blending

of scenes taken from different distances that the

proper balance of your picture is maintained.

Before we define these terms, let us again stress

the importance of close-ups. They are the punctua-

tion marks of moving pictures, arresting your attention at periodic intervals

at the more important stages of your story.

Generally speaking, the medium and long shots serve to introduce the picture

setting, and the shorter distances for stressing the desired action or interest at

different points within this setting.

For practical working purposes, we can regard a close-up as showing only

the head and shoulders of the person or persons being photographed—or all

of a particular object of lesser siz;e. A semi-close-up includes three-quarters of a

person’s figure, or all of a smaller object and some of its surroundings. Medium

shots show a figure full length, can include a group, or a good portion of any

setting. Long shots range from the limits of a medium shot to infinity. Obvi-

ously, a long shot of a house would be taken near enough to just include a bit

of the surroundings, with the house itself as the predominating factor in the

picture. Similarly, a long shot of an exterior doorway would not include all of

the house.

So much for camera distances.

Now, another important point. These suggestions, almost without excep-

tion, contain between ten and twelve scenes each. In many instances they out-

line action brief enough to be accommodated on a 50-foot film roll, and are

almost always well within the range of 100 feet of Cine-Kodak film. However,

remember that while you will be perfectly familiar with the action of your

pictures, your audiences must depend upon the explanatory properties of your

scenes, or on descriptive titles, to follow your story. Making an interesting

picture is like telling a good story—build up your scenes or characters slowly,

interestingly, and completely. Make the tempo of your films easy, pleasant,

smooth-flowing—an interesting picture is not necessarily a crowded picture.
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Remember, too, that in professional movies

the climax of a picture is not reached until

the best part of an hour has been devoted to

familiarizing the audience with the characters

and probable course of action. Do not race

your story.

For the average scene, ten to twelve sec-

onds’ exposure is ample. This will account for

approximately four feet of film. Few scenes

necessitate more footage than this, and a great many require less—especially

explanatory close-ups such as the finger-strumming one mentioned on a

previous page.

Tips on Camera When making movies of fast moving objects, such as

Technic automobiles or trains, stand well back with your camera

at an acute angle from the subject—never at right angles.

When panoraming is called for, do so—but panoram slowly.

When photographing nearby subjects at or below waist level it is always

advisable to use the reflecting finder, if your camera is so equipped. You will

note that objects as seen in your reflecting, or waist high, finder, will appear

as reversed left to right. That is, objects that will pass out of view in the

finder to the left are actually moving to the right. To avoid confusion in

following subjects, rely entirely upon the course of action as seen in your

reflecting finder.

The sight, or eye level, finder is the best medium by which to follow the

great majority of scenes.

Outdoor and The idea persists from the early days of still camera

Indoor Lighting photography that good pictures must be taken with the

subject directly facing the sun. Not only does this result

in considerable facial contortion, due to intense glare, but pictures so taken

sometimes lack relief and look flat upon the screen. For most Cine-Kodak

work keep your right or left shoulder approximately pointing toward the sun.

Any of the following outlines that rely entirely upon outdoor photography

may, of course, be made in Kodacolor by any f.i.g lens equipped Cine-Kodak.

Kodacolor pictures should only be taken out-

doors on a clear day, in bright sunshine.

Cine-Kodak Until you realize

Super-Sensitive the full possibilities

Panchromatic Film of indoor pictures—

movies right in your

home, day or night—you will not enjoy the

full share of entertainment and pleasure right-

fully yours as an owner of a movie camera.

A new and wonderful film—Cine-Kodak
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Medium Shot

SUPER-SENSITIVE Panchromatic Film—
has recently been introduced to make just

such pictures as easy to get as outdoor movies.

Ordinary home lighting is all the illumina-

tion you need. Two ioo watt lamps furnish

sufficient illumination for close-ups at f.i.g as

crisp and clear as those you make in sunlight.

Group scenes may be filmed with a few extra

lamps in wall or ceiling fixtures, or in floor or

bridge lamps. Loaded with this new film,/. 3.

5

cameras become as fast with artificial light as/. 1.9 cameras have heretofore been
loaded with Pan —faster still than when loaded with ordinary 16 mm. film.

Fast Cine-Kodak lenses and ultra-fast SUPER-SENSITIVE Film have put
your movie camera on a 24-hour schedule!

Kodalite owners, of course, are even better equipped to make indoor movies.
This handy, inexpensive, soft, yet powerful wide angled light, is a great aid in

making home movies indoors.

Cine-Kodak SUPER-SENSITIVE Film will likewise be of considerable help
in making daytime movies indoors. Raise the shades to permit the entrance of
all possible light. With /. 3.5 cameras make certain that your subjects are

directly in the path of the sunlight. Bright rooms and sun porches are, of
course, most suitable for this type of filming.

Titles
Flaps' the best way of realising the value of titles in home

movies is to endeavor to recollect the number of untitled professional

movies that you have seen
—

"talkies" excepted. Titles assist the continuity of
the film story. Your movies, too, should be story-telling. You may order titles

from us through your dealer, or make them yourself. We have not space here to

describe the possibilities of either method—but titles you most certainly should
have, and the expense is slight, whichever plan you follow in obtaining them.

ajj... || r ..
At the time you purchased your Cine-Kodak

Additional Information you were supplied with a booklet entitled, "Mak-
a ^ ing the Most of Your Cine-Kodak," and an in-

struction manual. The points we have merely touched upon here are fully

explained within the covers of these valuable booklets. Read them fully and
carefully—not once, but several times during the first few months of your
Cine-Kodak efforts. The time thus occupied will be made up a hundred fold by

j
the calibre of your screen results.

Additional information on movie making

is contained each month in the Cine-Kodak

News. This magazine is sent free of charge

to owners of 16 mm. equipment.

Now, then—for your first fifty pictures!

May they bring you all the pleasure we
wish for you.
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TITLE
A Day At Brewster

To give some indication of the earliness of your
start, the opening scene in this picture might be a

close-up of your neighbor’s paper and milk bottles

still on his porch.

Following this a good shot would be a medium
panoram of father as he locks the front door and
goes down the walk to enter the car, in which the

family is already seated.

Any interesting scenes along the way should most
certainly be filmed; and then a long shot through
the windshield, which gradually becomes a close-up

of a sign reading, “Brewster, i mile.”

Sub-Title—It Won't Be Long Now!
Another long shot through the windshield of the
car and then one more as you approach the home of

your country cousins—they run out to greet you.

You will, of course, want a medium shot or two as

your party disembarks and is greeted by the hostess

and her family.

And then some more medium shots as the party
breaks up into three groups—the women start off

towards the house—the men towards the barns

—

and the children romp away with their young
cousins, dogs prancing about them.

Too, your Cine-Kodak should follow the parties

about, and secure several shots of each—as the
women admire the garden, the men inspect the
barns and the cattle—and the youngsters are in-

troduced to the most recent brood of chicks, a litter

of puppies or a new-born calf.

Then get a close-up of a hand grasping the old fash-

ioned dinner bell; and then a semi-close-up as the
cook rings it vigorously.

Then get a few feet inside the front door and make
a medium shot as the party converges on the lawn
and enters the house for dinner.

The dinner itself should not, of course, be omitted;
nor the group on the lawn after dinner.

Then we see Dad in a close-up as he takes out his

watch to see the time.

Sub-Title—Time To Start Home
As you again get into your car for the start home
you will want a medium shot or two; and once
again from the car window as you drive off—the
host and hostess waving good-bye and the children
running after you for a few yards.

The City Folks

Visit Their

Country Cousins

|^TO matter which
classification you

come under, there is a
fine picture oppor-
tunity in the visit of

the folks from the city.

We'll write this little

outline from the ur-

banites' angle—but, if

you are the visited in-

stead of the visitors,

this picture suggestion

may easily be adopted.

\l
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A Day in the

Country

A T least once in

every year there

comes a day when,
without thought of
time or specific desti-

nation, the gas tank
of your car is filled, the

radiator cap is turned
towards “unknown”
country, and you set

forth on a voyage of

exploration and relax-

ation. Why not estab-

lish your Cine-Kodak
behind the wind-
shield? Let this all-see-

ing passenger record

the journey and make
it possible for you to

while away many an
evening of the future

in pleasant retrospec-

tion.

TITLE

A Day In The Country

Secure a large scale road map and make a close-up

of it, indicating with a heavy pencil or crayon the

territory covered by the following shots.

Then a close-up of your hand as you turn on the

switch on the dashboard of your car.

And then a semi-close-up panoram as your car

leaves your driveway and turns out into the street.

As your Cine-Kodak is to record the passenger’s

viewpoint, you will want a few long and medium
shots through the windshield as you leave your
town behind you.

Get just as many long and medium shots of the

unusually beautiful scenes along the way as you
can. Make these from acute angles rather than right

angles.

Back to the road map—your pencil circles the name
of a little hamlet.

For this is where you stop for dinner—record your
approach and stop at the country inn where you
are to dine, and follow this with a semi-close-up

of the inn sign.

You will want, of course, several shots of the inn

grounds and, if you dine out-of-doors, several

views of the dinner.

You’ve got the idea now, we know. Use your road

map to chart your progress. If you stop at some
lovely little lake or stream, make a shot or two of

it. Or, perhaps, a close-up of your speedometer read-

ing “45 miles per hour,” then a semi-close-up of a

sign, “You are now entering Brantford—slow down
to 20 miles per hour.” Then another close-up of

your speedometer—it now reads “40 miles per

hour.” Your Cine-Kodak then espies a motorcycle

policeman, and, sure enough, the next close-up of

your speedometer reads “20 miles per hour.” Too,

you may take your Cine-Kodak out of the car and
to the side of the road and film your car as it comes
into sight and glides past your camera. Another
good shot would be to set the camera on the high-

way, press the exposure lever, and film your car

from a distance of several hundred yards until it

rushes directly over your Cine-Kodak.
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TITLE
Our First Flight

A picture of your first flight could very well lead

off with a long shot of the hangars and various
planes about the field.

And then, perhaps a medium shot of your plane
as it is being warmed up.

This could be followed with a close-up of the cabin
of the plane in which you are to make your first

flight.

Then a semi-close-up of your pilot.

Pass your camera to a friend who is remaining on
the ground and have him make a medium shot of
you as you climb into the plane.

And then, having taken back the camera, make a

medium shot ofyour friends from the cabin window.

Sub-Title—“Allay-Oop !”

And another from the cabin window as the plane
rushes forward and takes off.

Make shots from the plane of all the interesting

views of the flight (we strongly recommend your
using Panchromatic Film and a Cine-Kodak Color
Filter to lessen the effect of the haze that is almost
always present).

Then, as your plane comes down—you most certain-

ly will want to get this with a long shot.

As soon as the plane door is open pass your camera
outside to your companion and have him get a semi-
close-up shot of you as you once again put foot on
terra firma.

In an attempt to give some idea of your possible re-

action to your first hop, make a medium shot of a

few nearby objects as you gently rock your Cine-
Kodak from side to side.

And then a medium shot of yourself as you climb
into your car for your return home.

If your Cine-Kodak has a half-speed device make
several shots through the windshield of your car
with the aid of this. These scenes, when projected,
will step up the speed of your car to a startling

degree, indicating your air-minded thirst for speed.

The Air Port

J
UST about the great-

est thrill you have
had, or will have, is the

first airplane flight.

Here, too, the Cin£-

Kodak should be on
hand to make a record

of the flight that will

recall the zooming lift

of the take-off and the

swooping return, as
clearly as the day it

happened.



I

Just Like

Mother Does

THE title is more
than enough to sug-

gest what this film
should be. Your little

girl can very charming-
ly, with a little help
from you, do just like

mother does in a film
that you will always
treasure. Whatever it is

that you are accus-
tomed to do when you
are with Mary Louise

—

let's call her that

—

those interested little

eyes have watched you
very closely. Simply say
“Do as mother does"

—

and watch. And your
pictures could just as
well be based upon
Tom's imitation of his

Dad. Such indoor mov-
ies are simplicity itself

with Cine-Kodak Su-
per-Sensitive Panchro-
matic Film.

TITLE
Tea For Two

Sub-Title—A Bit of Local Color

The opening scene shows Mary Louise, evidently

expecting company for tea, primping at Mother's

dressing table.

Which is followed by several close-ups of her setting

up her little table and bringing out her tea set.

Then a close-up of the tea table in all its glory.

This is followed by a semi-close-up of Mary Louise,

reclining languidly upon the couch.

Sub-Title—The “Company” Arrives

A medium shot as Mary Louise uncoils herself from

the couch and rises to greet her guest, who may

be a little friend, or, perhaps, Mother.

Then get some semi-close-ups of the two confiding

to each other the very latest news of the neighbor-

hood.

Sub-Title—Cream Or Lemon

A close-up and semi-close-up as Mary Louise pours

in the most approved manner.

Then a medium shot of the two as she sees her

guest to her car, or to the door.

After this a semi-close-up as she hurries to the

clock to see the time—the hands point to 5:30.

Sub-Title—Almost Time For Dad

Your next shot will be a medium one of “Dad” as

he comes home, paper in hand, pipe in mouth. He

may be one of Mary Louise's boy acquaintances,

or may, in fact, be Dad, himself. She greets him at

the door with a kiss.
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TITLE
Grandfather

Your first scene might be of the children, as they

suddenly stop their play at the sight of grandfather,

and rush off to greet him—a medium shot.

Then a long or medium shot of grandpa coming up

the walk from the street—he stops and holds out

his arms to welcome the children.

After this a medium shot as the children rush up to

him.

As grandpa almost invariably carries some sweets

in his pockets for the youngsters, your next shot

should be a close-up of their hands as they feel in

his pockets.

Sub-Title—Sweets For The Sweet

Show the children, one at a time, in a close-up as

they enjoy the candy grandpa has brought for them.

And then, back to grandpa, in a close-up, as he

affectionately regards them.

And then a medium shot as the children run off to

play and grandpa walks toward a table on the lawn

or a chair on a well-lighted porch.

Get a medium shot as grandpa settles himself in his

chair and then some semi-close-ups as he picks up

a newspaper or magazine, adjusts his glasses, lights

his cigar or pipe and settles down to read.

Then a medium shot as another member of the

family comes up to him and makes him comfortable

with a pillow back of his head.

Another medium shot of the children as they come

running to grandpa—they suddenly stop.

Then a flash back to grandpa, shown fast asleep, in

a semi-close-up.

The children hold a finger warningly before their

mouths, and tiptoe cautiously away—another semi-

close-up.

A Picture of

Grandfather
V¥7E all want pic-
* * tures of grand-

father but they can be

made more interesting

if we base the story on
the everyday routine

that grandfather has
elected to follow. This

is merely a guide post

that indicates— and
nothing more— how
your grandfather might
find himself on film.

And, incidentally, it

will enable you to make
a film of him as you
know him.
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If You’re a

Gardener
A NYONE with a zest
^ ^ for gardening will

certainly want movies

of his labors in the

loam. A series of pic-

tures made at inter-

vals throughout the

season becomes a re-

vealing record of the

garden's progress. Fol-

lowing is a simple out-

line for spring, in which
one of the children and
the pup can be intro-

duced with beneficial

results.

TITLE
Blisters And Blossoms

Make first a semi-close-up of the gardener, dressed

for work, rake in hand, looking at the seed plot.

Panoram down to the more diminutive gardener in

a similar pose and costume, and from her to the

pup, who is seen in a sort of “His Master’s Voice”

pose.

Then a medium shot of the gardener vigorously

raking.

Followed by a close-up as he registers satisfaction

—

the reason being the seed plot, neat and smooth, as

shown by a medium shot.

Make a semi-close-up of the gardener laboriously

sinking to his knees beside the plot.

And then a close-up of his hands as he digs holes

for the seeds.

But the youngster has a better idea ! Show a close-up

of the pup digging furiously. (He’ll do that if he

knows there is a bone a few inches down.)

Sub-Title—Simplified Gardening

Then haul the pup away for a second and make a

close-up of the youngster’s hands as she drops the

seeds into the hole.

Let the pup go at it again and make a close-up of

the soil as it flies furiously rearwards.

Then another close-up of the same spot—apparent-

ly with the descending rain of soil thoughtfully

supplied by the dog.

Back to our more orthodox gardener—several semi-

close-ups and close-ups as the planting proceeds.

Then a medium shot of the three—the two bipeds

with arms akimbo gazing cheerfully, but wearily,

at their work.

A close-up of the gardener as he examines the palms

of his hands, and, bending, tests the condition of

his back.
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TITLE
Our Pheasant Hunt

First you will want a medium shot of the hunting

party loading their guns and as the dogs circle

about excitedly.

Sub-Title—A Pheasant's-Eye View Of
The Hunters

Then get out in the field ahead of the party and,

with your camera on the ground and pointed slight'

ly upwards, film them as they deploy past you.

Sub-Title—He's Got One!

Make a medium to long shot of a dog on the trail

of a bird. (A long'focus lens will be very useful

here.)

Follow this with one of the dogs on a point.

Sub-Title—There He Goes!

A bird rises and flies away—long shot.

Sub-Title—Another One!

The dog again on a point.

Then a shot of the bird rising and dropping as he

is hit.

Get one of the party as he fires his gun and, later,

splice this into your film before the preceding shot.

Sub-Title—Not So Bad

Medium shot of the party and semi'close^ups of

their bag.

Sub-Title—Enough Is Enough

Semi'dose'Ups and close-up of the bunch devouring

sandwiches and coffee.

A Pheasant

Hunt
npHERE are no more

exciting or interest-

ing pictures for people

who enjoy hunting
than the series of shots

actually made in the

field. You can bag just

as much enjoyment
with your Cine-Kodak
as you can with your
gun, and, when one of

the party realizes this,

you will have had one
hunting party that you
will not forget any time
soon.
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The Football

Game
A REALLY excellent

idea for fall picture

making is the assem-
bling of a movie library

of all the games of the

local team, or, perhaps,

your college team.
Added to from year to

year, their glorious ex-

ploits are solace ex-

traordinary for the
“old” grads. A long

focus lens is suggested

if your Cine-Kodak is

an /.1.9 type.

TITLE
The Football Game

Should not a movie version of the game begin with
your start from home? Your first scene, then, would
be a medium shot of you all as you pile into your car

and drive off.

To record your approach to the stadium we suggest

the making of several semi-close-ups of highway
signs en route.

Now you are at the stadium. Make a panoram about
you. Get as near as you can to the cheer leaders and
record their neck-breaking antics.

The teams come on the field ! Get in some good shots

of the first, second, and third teams as they drill up
and down the field.

Sub-Title—The Kick Off!

Ifyou have an /. i .9 camera, change here to your long'

focus lens. Follow the ball as it is kicked off, get the

catch and the play as the ball is run back.

Follow the game, play by play, as closely as possible

throughout the first half, with an occasional shot of

the scoreboard, to show the results of each score.

Sub-Title—The Half Ends—Six To Six

Then get some good semi-close-ups of the friends

you meet between the halves and a long shot of the

band as it imposingly drills across the field.

Sub-Title—The Second Half—Here's
Hoping

!

Make some more play-by-play shots of the game in

the second half. Too, you might very well make
some notes of the names of the players taken out or

drawn into the game and, later, insert titles at the

proper places.

And then, when the game ends, flash across to the

scoreboard to show the final score. Try for some
close-ups of the jubilant demonstration of the

rooters on the victorious side. Get a panoram as the

spectators pour out of the stadium.

Back to your car again—make a shot through the

windshield of your approach to a suburban inn, and

get a close-up of its sign.

A good closing shot to your picture would be of

your party, as they leave the car and troup indoors.
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TITLE

Let’s Go Skating

Your first scene might be a close-up of several of

your party examining their skates, looking along the
rims of the blades, etc.

And then a close-up as one of your group examines
an outdoor thermometer.

Then a medium shot of the car backing out of the
garage and another of the skating party piling

aboard. Followed, perhaps, by a long shot through
the windshield of the car as you approach the rink.

Then a close-up of a pair of hands putting on skates

and a semi-close-up of one of the party rubbing
his ears and swinging his arms to indicate intense

cold.

And shots from varying distances of the skating

fun and mishaps, the fancy skaters, the "bonfire

skaters,” etc.

Then find a place where a twig projects a bit from
the ice, and make a close-up of this as one of the
party skates up to it and catches the toe of a blade

under it.

Follow this with a semi-close-up shot of one of the

more awkward members of the party sprawled upon
the ice.

Next have an expert skater circle around him as he
glares resentfully and determinedly about.

Then help the hapless skater to his feet, and, with
the camera held upside down, shoot him as he
painstakingly propels himself along. (Reverse this

scene end for end in your film strip after it has been
processed—your innocent subject will have ac-

quired the knack of skating backwards!)

Make a medium shot of the party as they climb into

the car for the trip home—the "acrobat” limping.

Then make a medium panoram shot of the group as

they leave the car and hustle into the house—the

"acrobat” still limping. (Make this shot at half

speed, if you have a Model BB or K Cine-Kodak,
to accentuate the rush for the warm house.)

A good closing shot would be a semi-close-up of the

party crowded around the fireplace and enjoying
warm drinks—the "acrobat” eased into a huge pile

of cushions.

Winter

Sports

YOUR Cine-Kodak
* has no seasonal

complexes. It is as

ready and able to ren-

der excellent results at

sub-zero temperatures

as it is in the sweltering

90’s. Take it along

with you to the winter

sports for the making
of cooling films with

which to bring a ray

of hope to a warm
evening next summer.
Let's go skating!
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A Child’s

Birthday

T3ERHAPS there is no
^ single event more
worthy of a home movie
record than the birth-

day of a child. It isn't

an excuse for your Cine-

Kodak, it's an obliga-

tion. Years afterwards,

Joyce will still be only

three as she makes her

little curtsy on the

screen. Cine-Kodak Su-
per-Sensitive Panchro-
matic Film will do full

justice to these impor-
tant indoor scenes.

TITLE

Joyce’s Third Birthday
As Joyce's birthday is certainly one of the most im-

portant days on your calendar, why not make your
opening shot a close-up of the page of the calendar

which announces the beginning of Joyce's fourth

year?

And then, in a close-up, show the door of Joyce's

bedroom as it is slowly and cautiously opened, and
follow Mother's feet as they tiptoe across the floor

to Joyce’s bed.

Then, in a semi-close-up, we see Mother as she

awakens Joyce.

Sub-Title—Three And One To Grow On
Another semi-close-up as the importance of the

occasion is impressed upon Joyce by Mother's hand
—one pat for each year and an extra one for good
luck.

There is no reason, either, why we should not see

Joyce as she primps herself in her party finery.

And then get several close-ups and semi-close-ups

of Joyce opening and inspecting her many gifts.

When the dining room table has been decorated for

the party, don't fail to get a semi-close-up or two
of it. Nor should that big angel food cake out in the

kitchen be neglected as it receives a generous coating

of icing.

By this time Joyce’s little guests begin to arrive.

Step outside with your Cine-Kodak and film each

one of them as they come to the door, ring the bell

and are greeted by Joyce.

And now we see them all seated at the table in a

semi-close-up panoram. Then a shot of that gor-

geous cake with three brightly burning candles.

Sub-Title—All Out In One Puff—Good
Luck

Joyce insures her continued happiness by extin-

guishing the three candles in one attempt.

Nor should you fail to make another close-up as

Joyce cuts and serves the cake; and a great many
more during the luncheon as the youngsters forget

their party-manner stiffness while enjoying the food.

Later, as the children are playing with or admiring

our little heroine's gifts, get in some more good shots

with your camera—and again, as they make their

quaintly stilted speeches of appreciation for the

party and depart for home.

For a good closing shot you could show Joyce in a

huge armchair surrounded by her many gifts.
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TITLE
Neighborhood Potpourri

Sub-Title—Monty Enjoys A
Scotch Smoke

This friend is an inveterate pipe smoker—which
gives you your cue. Ask him to fill his pipe and take

several good puffs at it, and film him with your
camera held upside down. Then reverse these shots

in your film reel after they have been processed.
Here’s how it will look when projected. He will be seen to inhale

clouds of smoke, a match will fly up into his hand, he will wave
it into a flame, snuff out the burning tobacco in his pipe, put the

match back into the box, and it into his pocket, take out his

tobacco pouch and empty his pipe, and pocket both of them.

Sub-Title—Betsy Finds A Life Interest

In this example you are called upon to film your
neighbor's child ofbassinet age. Have someone swing
a new rattle attached to a ribbon back and forth

before her eyes. Make your shots of her from one
side and get up real close. At first she will be too

busy regarding you to notice the rattle—suddenly
she will see it—her eyes open wide—and follow it

from side to side with mirth-provoking intentness.

Sub-Title—“Prince” Gives As Good As He
Takes

Your next door neighbor may want some scenes of

his dog. Make about a dozen medium panoram shots

as he throws a small stick or ball to the dog to

catch in mid-air—but make half of those of the dog
with your camera held upside down. Reverse these

upside down shots end for end in your film reel

—alternate them with those of the dog made in the

usual fashion and the dog will throw the ball back

to his master each time he catches it!

Sub-Title—The Energetic Mr. Bergin

In this case it is your next door neighbor who has

expressed a desire to view himself in the movies.

Perhaps you see him out front sedately propelling

a lawn mower. Place your Cine-Kodak on some
steady support and, if you have a Model BB Cine-

Kodak, film him with your finger on the half speed

button. If not, make many brief exposures of him.

That is, press your exposure lever down for two
seconds, release it for one second, and down for

two seconds more, and so on. When projected, in

either case, he will swoop about his lawn at a pace

totally foreign to his usual one.

Movie

Snapshots

Every cw-Kodak
owner is called upon

to make brief shots of
his friends and neigh-
bors who “want to see

how we look in the
movies.” While ordi-

nary “animated snap-
shots” are all right in
their way, are com-
pletely satisfying to the
individuals filmed, they
are apt to be not overly
much so to those to
whom they are utter
strangers. But thevmay
easily be made sol First

—title each individual
or group. Secondly —
have them doing some-
thing, and not just
beaming at the cam-
eraman. Thirdly—real-

ize that you have a
movie camera to work
with in aiding you to
make such shots

.

in-

tensely interesting.
Here are a few sugges-
tions, given as a series

of individual ideas, and
not as an outline.
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That Fishing

Expedition

“TN THE spring a

young man’s fancy
lightly turns—

”

and so

on, but—fishing runs
love a close second in the
affections ofmany ofthe

bolder sex.On the screen

it can be just as much
sport as at the stream,

and, who can tell—we
may even see the big one
that got away.

TITLE
Dad Goes Fishing

Close-up of hand on armchair, fingers strumming

impatiently.

Close-up of hands applying rubber cement to hip

boot.

Close-up of fishing paraphernalia stowed away in

car.

Medium shot as Dad hustles down walk into car

and drives away.

Get in some good close-up shots of the preparations

of the day's sport. Show the package of flies, Dad's

hands as he selects one and fixes it to his line.

Follow his feet as he wades out into the stream.

Have him drop a cast right in front of the camera's

lens as it is focused on the water. Shots like these

lift your audiences out of their chairs to the banks

of that self-same stream.

Sub-Title—Where That Big One Hides

Semi-close-up of quiet pool by big tree.

Shots of Dad and friends whipping the stream al-

ternated with close-ups of rapidly filling creel.

Sub-Title Feeding the Fish—ermen
Semi-close-ups and medium shots of the fishing party

at lunch.

More shots of the fishermen at the stream.

Medium shot as fishermen gather for the trip home,

each displaying his catch.

Medium shot of Mother and children hurrying

down walk to greet Dad.

Sub-Title—What Luck?

Semi-close-up of Mother and youngsters peering

into creel.
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TITLE
The Grounds We Know

So Well

Get first plenty of medium and long shots of the

campus, dormitories, frat houses, gymnasium, boat

house, dean’s house, etc.

Sub-Title—Where Bill Lived

Medium to close-up shot of Bill with out-stretched

hand, hurrying down walk of dormitory or fraternity

house to greet you.

Sub-Title—You Must Meet

—

Sub-Title—Jack Bassett

Make many individual close-ups and titles for

all of Bill’s many chums.

Sub-Title—The Class Of '31

Shots from various distances of the graduating class

lining up for the final parade, or the walk to the

graduating exercises.

Then you will want some medium shots of the

presentation exercises.

The next scene is, of course, a close-up of the

coveted “sheepskin."

Sub-Title—We Meet Dr. Abbott

You are introduced to the dean, headmaster or

commandant—semi-close-up.

Get several shots of the athletic event of the gradua-

tion day program—ball game, crew race, etc.

And for your closing scene, a medium shot of Bill

waving a temporary good-bye to you as you start

for home, where he is soon to join you.

Graduation

Day
rT,,HIS is a day among

days for your boy
or girl—whether they

graduate from a prep

school, military acade-

my, or college. So
much of the school and
old friends is quickly

forgotten—why not
plan with them to cap-

ture as much of it as

you can with your Cine-
Kodak? Let Bill show
you about and point

out the subjects—for

this is his film.
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The Zoo
TTERE is a picture,

-* easily made, which
the older as well as the

younger members of

the family will always

be interested to see.

“Dick” will then be

able to see the animals
whenever he wishes

—

and be able to show
them to his playmates
on rainy afternoons.
Cine-Kodak Super-
Sensitive Panchromatic
Film will enable you to

get pictures in the ani-

mal houses and the en-

closed cages outdoors.

TITLE
Dick And Dad Visit The Zoo

The opening scene in a picture of the zoo might

well be a long shot of the entrance.

And then a semi-close-up as Dick buys several bags

of peanuts.

Sub-Title—The First “Wild” Animal
Show first a squirrel in a semi-close-up and then a

close-up of Dick’s hands as he gives a peanut to

the squirrel, who sits back, shells and eats it.

Then you will wish to make a series of shots of the

various inmates of the zoo. Dick should appear in

as many of these scenes as possible. Each animal

may be titled individually by a close-up of the de-

scriptive sign on its cage. If you learn from the

keeper the feeding hours of the different animals,

you will be able to secure some more than ordinarily

interesting shots of them. You will find that the

bears are your best subjects—they always seem to

be willing to do their stunts for anybody with a

camera, and, incidentally, a bag of peanuts.

Sub-Title—Supposing He Caught A Sore
Throat

!

Get first a medium shot of the giraffe, and then

“panoram” up his front legs to his head.

Sub-Title—If We Could Only Dive Like
This!

Several medium shots of the seals diving from their

rocks.

Sub-Title—My—Such Bridgework

!

To those who know their zoos it is quite evident

that this shot calls for a semi-close-up of a hippo-

potamus yawning as only a hippopotamus can yawn.

Sub-Title—How Does He Know When He
Has Swallowed It?

Semi-close-up and medium shot as Dick feeds a

peanut to an elephant, who conveys it to his mouth
with his trunk with every evidence of that in-

explicable delight that an elephant seems to derive

from a minute peanut.

Sub-Title—The Vanishing Americans
The buffalo herd.

And then, the animals having been faithfully

filmed, we see a long shot of Dick leaving the zoo

with many reluctant backward glances.
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TITLE
Our City

Make your first shot in this picture a semi-close-up

of a sign reading, "You are now entering the city

of almost invariably to be found on some
of the highways leading into town.

Then, if there is any particular vantage point in

your city, such as a hilltop, or the tallest building,

make a panoram from here.

Sub-Title—Would You Care To See Our
City?

Sub-Title—Then Jump Into Our Car
And Let Us Show You Around

Have some member of your family open the door of

your car and appear to assist an invisible passenger

in entering it. For, if you take your Cine-Kodak

along, this inconspicuous and all-seeing passenger

can indeed "show you the town” again and again.

Sub-Title—Down Town
Get a great many long shots of the principal down-
town thoroughfares showing the newer and larger

buildings, the railroad station, postoffice, court

house, city hall, schools, churches and temples.

Introduce these shots with close-ups of street signs

and the building plaques.

Sub-Title—The River
(In some cases this might be

the harbor , the canal or bay.)

Get several long shots of the river showing the

steamers going by. By stopping the camera for a

minute or two between shots and keeping it in the

same position you can cause the most sedate

steamer to skip across the water like a startled water

bug.

Sub-Title—The Old

—

Drive your camera down into the old parts of town,
with their narrow, crooked streets and odd little

shops.

Sub-Title—And The New
The modern section of your town with its beautiful

homes, gardens, fountains and parks.

We will not attempt to describe the town characters

—you know them far better than we. But in every

town, city and village, there are those individuals

who, by achievement, or lack of it, are rightly

known as its "characters.” Obviously, your movie

would not be complete without them.

Your City

TN these days of rapid

^ growthyour city prob-

ably presents a new sky-

line with the passing

ofeach year. It is easier

by far to realize the

changes that are taking

place by keeping a

movie record of the

more prominent busi-

ness and residential

sections from year to

year— and just the
thing for a movie show
back in the old
home town. As you
would probably make
such an excursion in

your car, why not take

your Cine-Kodak with

you behind your wind-

shield for the occasion.
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Scouting
rI "'HIS picture sugges-
^ tion can, of course,

be readily converted to

fit the activities of the

Girl Scout, Campfire
Girl or member of any
similar organization. If

the boys are too young
to handle the camera,
turn it over for the day
to the Scout Master

—

he'll be delighted to

have the opportunity
to record the troop's

activities.

TITLE
The Scout Hike

Show first your boy in his Scout uniform leaving the

house, and turning, as he salutes

—

—Mother, shown in a semi-close-up, as she waves
good-bye.

Then get a close-up of the Bugler Scout with his

trumpet raised to his lips.

And then a long shot of the Scouts gathering in

response to the bugler’s call.

Perhaps a semi-close-up of the Scout Master giving

the boys directions, and then some close-ups of him
as he examines their packs, etc.

Sub-Title—Right, Boys? Let's Shove Off!

A long shot of the troop starting off on the hike

—taken from the rear and at an acute angle.

Get a bit ahead of the column—establish your
Cine-Kodak on the road bed tipped slightly up-
ward, press down and lock the exposure lever and
have the group trudge past the camera, their feet

just barely missing it as they go by.

Get in many close-ups and semi-close-ups of the

Scout Master instructing the boys in nature study,

observation of geographical formations, pacing,

tracking, or whatever the hike suggests—but get

close-ups l

Sub-Title—Time For Chow
Again get a close-up as the fire is built and grows in

proportion from a few bits of moss and twigs to

more sizable branches.

And then some more close-ups as the meal itself

gets under way.

Then a medium shot down along the line of Scouts,

pans and cups in hand, as the cook dishes out the

meal.

Their very evident enjoyment of the meal should

by all means be recorded with some more close-ups

—and then—another close-up of a pair of hands
washing out a mess kit with gravel and water at the

creek bed.

Sub-Title—Safety First!

Another semi-close-up as the fire is extinguished

before camp is broken.

And then a long shot as the troop leaves the camp
site for home.
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TITLE
We Picnic At Lake Wacabuc

Sub-Title—And A Goodly Crowd There
Was

Introduce your fellow picnickers in this novel

fashion. Establish your Cine'Kodak on some steady

support. Make a medium shot of one of the party

holding the luncheon basket. Then have him, or

her, hold up the basket for an invisible companion
to take—have him hold this position—stop your
camera—ask another of the party to step behind
the proffered basket—start your camera—and have
them repeat the process until the basket has been
passed along to the whole group of mysteriously

appearing individuals.

Then get in some more medium and semi'dose'up

shots as the party piles into the cars for the start

—

scenes along the way—and a long shot through the

windshield as you approach the picnic site.

Sub-Title—Here's A Good Spot

Again place your Cine'Kodak on some stationary

object and make a medium shot of the site—stop

your camera—have the party spread the robes and
seat themselves—and again film the scene.

Later get in many shots from various distances as the luncheon
is spread. Then call upon those tried and trustworthy confed'

erates, Close-Ups and Camera Angles, for an interesting shot or

two. Focus directly down upon a plate of sandwiches and film

a group of hands as they reach in and clean off the plate. Or,
after the luncheon is finished, work in the title, “Will someone
please pick up the debris?” Then have the party comedian make
a few rapid passes over each article, stop the camera, have it

removed, and then have him continue in like fashion with the

balance. Their sudden disappearance will be most startling.

Too, an amusing skit can be worked into your picnic movie.
If there is a cow nearby, as there most always is, enlist her aid

to effect a harmless bit of ragging of the bravest and most timid

members of your party. First you will want some shots of the
cow, staring directly at the camera, and then running toward it.

If somebody will “shoo” her, you should have no trouble in

getting such shots. When making one of the running shots,

invert your camera. Then film the two innocents walking to'

gether, and, under some pretext, get a shot of the timid in'

dividual striking a heroic pose, and some of the valiant one run'

ning at top speed. After processing rearrange these shots for

the following effect. Lead off with the shot of the two walking
—then the headon close'up of the cow—the courageous victim

running—the cow running—the erstwhile timid soul holding

up her hand commandingly—the headon shot ofthe cow stand'

ing stock still—and then, by reversing in your film reel the

running shot of the cow taken with the camera inverted—the

shot of the hypnotized bovine backing rapidly away.

The Picnic
FRIENDLY gather-

ings always call for

your Cine-Kodak. The
picnic, for example, of-

fers glorious opportuni-

ties. Insert a few story -

telling close-ups,
“stage” a comedy scene

or two, and you'll have

a bang-up start-to-fin-

ish movie chronicle of

your picnic that will

enable you to relive

that happy holiday
again and again.
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Let’s Play

Indian
r i^HE imaginative play

of the children is

undoubtedly one of the

finest opportunities of-

fered your Cine-Kodak.
Such pictures, due to

the fact that the young -

sters are free to act
naturally, are just that

much more interesting.

Load your Cine-Kodak,
and let's play Indian.

TITLE
Heap Big Chief

Sub-Title—The Cow Punchers Carelessly

Lolled About

A semi-close-up panoram of the "punchers" resting

on the lawn.

Sub-Title—While Their Faithful Steeds

Grazed Nearby

Medium shot of several dogs "gracing." A little

molasses spread over the grass will encourage any

dog to grase industriously.

Sub-Title—And Peaceful, Indeed, Were
The Western Plains

Panoram of the lawn.

Sub-Title—Skillibootch I

(Indian for A-Ha!)

Semi-close-up of the Chief, himself, peering at the

unsuspecting cowboys.

Medium shot of the Chief as he rejoins his warriors,

and they step a rapid war dance in preparation for

the imminent scalping party.

Flash back to the reclining "cow punchers."

Then some close-ups of the "redskins" creeping up
upon their victims.

Medium shots of the "steeds." Their sensitive

nostrils scent danger. (A shrill whistle should pro-

duce the correct effect.)

Panoram of group of "punchers" with an Indian

creeping up upon each.

Close-up of a reclining "cowboy" snoring peace-

fully. A hand reaches out to grab his hair—another

hand comes into view clutching a vicious looking

wooden knife 1

Sub-Title—Can Nothing Be Done To
Save These Poor Men?

Close-up of a brave as his knife starts its fatal

downward swing—with gestures. He stops, whirls

about in fright and flees.

—As does the balance of the band as shown by a

medium shot.

Then panoram in a medium shot from the still

slumbering "punchers" to Dad in his car as he

vigorously honks his horn for the right of way into

his garage.
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TITLE
The Rise And Fall Of

“Professor Lucifer Q.Bitts”

First you will want a long shot made through your
window or door showing the snow covered lawn.

And then several semhclose'ups of the children as

they are dressed for out'of'doors.

As the children pitch in for the preparatory work
that is to result in Professor Lucifer Q. Bitts, your
Cinc'Kodak should make several medium and semi"

close-up shots.

Sub-Title—The OriginOfThe “Professor"
Get in several good semhclose'up shots as the chib

dren mold the legs of the learned man

And then some medium shots as they roll a big

ball of snow for the body of the “Professor" and
place it in position.

Sub-Title—Heads Up!
Get another medium shot as a smaller ball of snow
is rolled into position and placed on top of the

larger one.

And then some sembclose'ups as a broomstick is

pushed through the body and then covered with
snow to make the arms.

Sub-Title—That Noble Brow

—

A close-up of the “Professor’s" somewhat bumpy
forehead.

Sub-Title—Those Piercing Eyes
A semi'dose'Up as one of the children presses two
lumps of coal into the head for the “Professor’s"

eyes.

Then a medium shot of the completed architecture

of the “Professor."

Sub-Title—An Additional Touch Or Two
Medium and sembclose'Up shots as an old top hat

is placed upon the head of the “Professor" and a

corncob pipe stuck in his mouth.

Then long and medium shots of children as they
dance about gleefully—ring^around^a^rosie—with
the “Professor” in the middle, his dignity as yet
unruffled.

Then make some shots from various distances as

the children go iconoclast and bombard the dignb
fied gentleman with snowballs—knocking his hat

off, etc.

The Snow Man
1 1 '’HE family movie li-

A brary is not com-
plete without pictures

of activities in all sea-

sons and certainly Win-
ter cannot be ignored.

Perhaps at no other

time of the year are the

youngsters quite so ap-

pealing as they romp
through the drifts, their

woolly suits a snowy
patchwork. While the

finished snow man is

quite worthy of a pic-

ture the method by
which he is constructed

is equally so.
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A Swimming

Race

NOW we will give you
some idea of how

the half speed feature
of the Model B B Cine-
Kodak may be used to
prepare a slightly out
of the ordinary film.

Primarily its purpose is

to permit picture mak-
ing under conditions
impossible for normal
speed. This outline,
however, shows how an
interesting film may be
made of two people
who are totally un-
aware of the fact that
they are furnishing any
unusual excitement!
When using the half
speed device remember
to stop down your dia-
phragm one stop small-
er than you would or-

dinarily use for making
the same scene at regu-
lar speed.

TITLE
The Swimming “Race”

Get a semi'close'up of Dad and Bill smiling and

shaking hands before the camera.

(Then ask them to swim several lengths of the

tank, abreast of each other, but on opposite

sides, and stipulate that Dad is to touch the

finish line just ahead of Bill.)

From the side, and at an acute angle, take a medium

shot as they dive off.

From the side of the pool make sembclose'ups and

medium shots of them each, individually, at normal

speed. Wait until Dad raises his head to look at

Bill, and then shoot Dad for the balance of his

swim with your finger on the half speed button.

The effect will be somewhat as follows:

A shot of Dad swimming slowly along—normal

speed.

A similar shot of Bill.

Another shot of Dad as he raises his head to look

at Bill—as he undoubtedly will.

Sub-Title—Bill Pulls Ahead!

Then let them swim past you a bit, call to Bill and

wave. He will wave back to you—but will appear

to wave back to Dad.

Alternate your shots from Dad to Bill with the shots

of Dad at half speed—which are projected at double

speed, of course—for the balance of the swim. Try

to make each shot briefer than the preceding one.

(Dad will appear to look at Bill, who, due to

your allowing him to swim beyond a right

angle from your position, will seem to wave

back at Dad—who apparently redoubles his

attempts to catch hisyoungopponent, and, after

seemingly great efforts, noses him out at the

finish. No one will be more delighted with

this picture when it is projected than Dad.)
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TITLE
Doggerel

Sub-Title—“Let Me Introduce Myself”

This, of course, is a semi'dose'up of “Rex.”

Sub-Title—"And Here Is Where I Live”

A semi'dose'up shot of Rex’s dog house.

Sub-Title—“This Is My Master”

Make a shot from the ground upward toward Dad
—have him smile and reach down toward the cam'

era lens with his hand. Then show him, in a close'

up, rubbing Rex behind the ears.

Sub-Title—"And This Is My Mistress

—

Who Doesn't Always Approve Of Me,
I'm Afraid”

A semi'dose'up from a similar angle of Mother,
taken from the height of a chair, as she smilingly

orders Rex from his resting place. Then show him
in a semi'dose'up panoram as he sorrowfully climbs

out of the chair and pads toward the door with an

occasional reproachful backward glance.

Sub-Title—“ I Have A Peck Of Fun With
These—Although They Get Awful Rough

At Times”

Make a semi'dose'up from the ground level of one

or two of the children coaxing Rex to come out of

his house—and then a semi'dose'up panoram as he

walks over to them and is pounced upon.

Sub-Title—"Here's Another Friend Of
Mine—We Have Lots OfSecrets Together”

Show Martha, the cook, as she beckons to Rex
through the kitchen window. Then a close'up of

her hand tantalizingly holding a bone through the

slightly opened kitchen door—Rex trots up with
his tail wagging vigorously, takes it, and disappears.

Sub-Title—"Taken All In All, A Dog's
Life Is Not So Bad”

Catch Rex sometime when he is asleep on the lawn.

Point your camera at him upside down. Wake him
gradually—he’ll probably arise slowly, stretch him'

self and walk leisurely toward you. Reverse this

scene in your film strip before projecting. He will

appear to do this same scene backwards, and fall

off to sleep

!

Your Pets
VOTE'LL write of a
* * dog, but whether

a dog or a cat, a parrot

or a shrilling simian,

pets are without doubt
our star performers.

When making a movie
of your pets—why not

film it from their angle?

We are writing here of

a dog, so we'll try to get

a dog's-eye view of the

world.
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Hallowe’en
\\THEN spooky formsW flit from door to
door, and Jack-O-Lan-
terns glimmer from
every window, your
Cine-Kodak should ride

the broom-stick with
the witches of Hallow-
e'en. There is no better
occasion than this to
make some interesting
silhouettes! For most
silhouette making the
following arrangement
is suggested: A tightly
stretched sheet across
a doorway—a Koda-
lite or several 100 watt
lamps about five feet

from one side of the
sheet— the subject
about two feet from
the other side—and the
camera beyond the
subject. Cine-Kodak
Super-Sensitive Pan-
chromatic Film for
these indoor shots, of
course.

TITLE

Hallowe’en Weirdness

Make your opening shot of one or two of the chib

dren playing with some toys. Try for a clear sib

houette of every object before the sheet!

Suddenly the light begins to flicker violently—the

children throw up their hands in terror—and run

from the scene—closely followed by their toys.

(The flickering can be quite easily accomplished by
having someone pass his hand, or any opaque ob"

ject rapidly back and forth in front of the camera

lens. The effect with the toys can be secured by fast"

ening a string to them and pulling them ’’off stage.”)

Then the ’’witch” arrives! Have her get in back of

the Kodalite (which, for this scene, should be es"

tablished quite close to the floor), jump over it

and step down towards the sheet. (She will appear

to drop down from the sky, enormous in size, and

gradually becoming smaller as she approaches the

sheet.) Appropriate witchdike gestures are in order.

Then the witch performs a bit of real magic ! Have
her take her wand—for this witch is so equipped

—

and touch it to various points on the sheet. As she

does so pumpkin heads, fierce looking cats and

goblins and similar ’’Hallowe’eny” objects magically

appear on the sheet! (This is done quite simply by
having her remain rigid each time she touches the

sheet—stopping the camera—having some other

person step up to the opposite side of the sheet and

pin a decoration at the spot she designates—start"

ing the camera and having her again touch the sheet

—and continuing in like fashion.

Place these objects around a circular space, figure

height, before which your subjects will later per"

form.

Then with a gnomelike flourish or two she turns

—

runs back to the Kodalite—and jumps over it

—

appearing to vanish upward into thin air

!

After this continue with your party—the aerial

”apple"ducking” (as illustrated)—and all the other

’’stunts” of the occasion. Or, you may abandon the

silhouette making and film the balance of the party

in normal fashion. In either event, you will have a

tremendously interesting prelude to your Hallow"

e’en movies.
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TITLE
Mighty Niagara

As you will probably make your films of Niagara

from the Canadian side, your first scene could very

well be a medium shot of the “lower arch bridge”

sign in Niagara Falls, New York.

And then a long to medium shot through the wind'

shield of your car as you approach and enter upon

the bridge.

As you pull up before the customs office on the far

side of the bridge, get another medium shot through

your windshield. You will probably want to secure

some medium and semi'dose'up shots of the crowds

about the novelty shops.

4Sub-Title—Up To The Falls

And then some medium and long shots through the

windshield of your car as you drive along the gorge

upward to the Falls.

Sub-Title—A Miniature Niagara

This, of course, is the spillway at the power house.

Sub-Title—Getting Ready For The
Takeoff

This will be several shots of the tumultuous rapids

above the Falls, and the battered scow and schooner

in midstream.

Sub-Title—The Real Thing!

Niagara in all its majesty. Get some shots across to

the American Falls and down to the diminutive

“Maid O’ The Mist” dancing about in the whirl'

pool at the foot of the Falls.

Too, if you are using Kodacolor Film, you will be

able to secure the beautiful rainbow always to be

found at the Falls on a sunny day.

Then follow the road along the gorge to the rapids

two or three miles below. There are some wonder'

ful shots there, as the great torrent of water, con'

fined to a narrow gorge, rushes and leaps to freedom.

Open up the diaphragm of your Cine'Kodak and

shoot the many picturesque caverns, stairs and

pathways of the trail down to the gorge.

A Spectacle
TJERHAPS you have
^ already made movies

of Niagara Falls. If so,

compareyour films with

this outline—which
serves to illustrate how
continuity can be used

to advantage in filming

this—or any other

—

spectacle. (We'll as-

sume that you are driv-

ing—and are entering

the city of Niagara

Falls, New York.)
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Week-End
Guests

INVENTS of quite or-

dinary occurrence,

such as the arrival of

a week-end guest, can

likewise be interesting-

ly filmed with the aid of

those three steadfast

allies of the amateur
camera man—Contin-

uity, Close-Ups and
Camera Angles. Our
guest, in this outline, is

arriving by train. Let's

give the shots we will

undoubtedly make of

him over the week-end
a good send off.

TITLE
Uncle Jim Stops By For

The Week-End

Your opening shot could be a semi'dose'Up of your-

self reading the letter of acceptance from Uncle Jim

to your invitation.

And then some more semi'dose'Up shots of your'

self as the guest room is made ready; and, perhaps,

a close'up as you place the guest towels upon the

rack.

Sub-Title—On His Way
At this point work in a shot of a speeding train.

This you may have made months before, or may

make months afterwards—and, by the way, from

an acute angle.

Sub-Title—Down To The Station

This should be a medium shot of your car as you

start for the station to meet your guest.

Then get a close'up, if possible, of the bulletin

board showing the time the train is due to arrive.

Follow this with another close'up of the station

clock.

And then some shots of the bustle at the station,

the baggage truck being rolled into position, etc.

Sub-Title—Here It Comes!

Make a shot of the train as it rolls into the station.

For this you might place your Cine'Kodak on the

station platform, a safe distance in from the edge,

press down and lock the exposure lever and step

back a foot or two until the locomotive has passed

you.

Then try for a shot of Uncle Jim as he alights and

is greeted by some member of your family.

And here you are at the point where your picture

of Uncle Jim might ordinarily begin, with a very

interesting prelude that will transform the other

shots you will make of him over the weekend into

a logical and interesting sequence to those you

have already made.
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TITLE
“One New Year’s

Resolution”

A good opening shot for this picture would be a

close-up taken from over Dick’s shoulder as he

writes his New Year’s resolution “No more sweets

—Dick,” with a heavy black pencil on a good sized

sheet of white paper.

Then we have a semi-close-up of Dick at the break-

fast table—he pushes the jam and sugar bowls from

him.

After this, a close-up-panoram of Dick’s feet shuf-

fling down the walk—then we see him in a medium
shot, hands in pockets and chin on chest.

Away down the street, in a long shot, we see a

friend of Dick’s as he waves to him.

A medium shot from behind Dick’s friend as Dick

trots up to him.

Then we see a close-up of the hand of Dick’s friend

as he digs into his pocket and pulls out a half dollar

and displays it on the palm of his hand.

In a medium shot we see the two of them walk

hurriedly away.

And then the pair walk into the scene in front of

the window of the candy store—a medium shot.

In a semi-close-up we see Dick’s friend as he vainly

urges Dick to enter the store with him—Dick

shakes his head determinedly—his friend enters the

store and Dick walks away disconsolately.

In a medium shot we see Dick as he approaches the

rear of his home. And next a semi-close-up as Cook
comes out of the kitchen door and places a freshly

baked pie on the porch railing. In a semi-close-up

we see Dick—beset by temptation as the provoking

aroma of the pie reaches him.

Sub-Title—“Get Thee Behind Me—99

Shoot Dick from the rear as he regards the pie with

uncertainty, shakes his head, and whirls about to

face the camera—his eyes open wide with amaze-

ment.

Sub-Title—“Gosh—He Is Behind Me"
Another friend of Dick’s is seen devouring generous

mouthfuls of a piece of pie. Panoram to Dick as he

shrugs his shoulders, turns

And our last shot shows his hands only as he spirits

one of the pies from the porch rail.

New Year’s

Resolutions

nnHIS is just a hint

of how a little—

a

very little—planned ac-

tion can be used to

make a thoroughly de-

lightful movie skit. We
all make New Year's

Resolutions—and we
are all equally apt to

lapse from grace. Dick,

the juvenile hero of

this story, has perma-
nently foresworn
sweets; that is, until. . .
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Animated

Models
T^HERE is a peck of

fun in making ani-

mated model movies

with your Cine-Kodak.

Whatever the model,
you can make really fine

films of all kinds of

objects. We'll take, for

instance, the Baby's

toy collection. Cine-

Kodak Super-Sensitive

PanchromaticFilmand
ordinary lamps will en-

able you to make these

indoor close-ups.

TITLE

“Music Hath Its Charms”

(Spell this title with the baby’s letter blocks, one

letter at a time. Place the camera, backed up by a

book or two, on a table and tilt it toward the floor

as far as gravity will permit. Then on a card table,

—the legs of which are folded beneath it—tipped

upward to meet the angle of the camera, place

one block at a time and press the exposure lever

for about a second after each block has been put

into position.)

Make a close-up of your hands turning on and

tuning in your radio set.

Then get close-ups of several toys gradually coming

to life upon the advent of the music and dancing

about.

(This can be done by moving toys with hinged

joints, about an inch after each brief pressure on the

exposure lever—or by stringing fine black thread

to the arms and legs of toys and manipulating them

as puppets. No matter how uneven their actions

may be in your initial efforts, the unusualness of

the film will more than make up for your lack of

skill.)

Show your hands again as you turn off the radio set.

Then, as the different toys gradually cease their

antics and settle down in their former poses, make

some more close-ups.

(This is, of course, only a bare outline of the possi-

bilities of toys for animated model work. A minia-

ture circus can perform for your guests—a pack of

cards may deal and play a game of solitaire without

any apparent means of locomotion—a dinner table

may "set” itself—the hands of a clock rush around

the dial—all by merely moving the objects an inch,

or a fraction of an inch, and just “flicking” the ex-

posure lever of your Cine-Kodak. The amount of

exposure you give each new position and the dis-

tance of each move are relative. The more exposure,

the greater the distance. After one or two attempts

you will become comfortably expert at this en-

grossing pastime.)
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TITLE

Our Havana Trip

As a movie record of your trip should commence
with your departure, your Cine'Kodak could well

record you at several different points between the

time you leave home and arrive at the dock. We
will assume that you will secure shots of the pier

showing the name of the line by which you are sail'

ing—the friends who come to see you off—down'

ward shots of the receding pier—perhaps a shot of

the liner’s whistle as it sounds a warning blast

before backing out to midstream—the Manhattan

skyline—and Miss Liberty. If your friends have a

Cine'Kodak ask them to film your ship’s departure.

You can splice such shots into your film upon your

return.

Sub-Title—We Drop Our Pilot

Try for a shot of the pilot going overside to the

bobbing pilot boat.

Sub-Title—Captain Robinson

The ship’s captain is easily worth an individual title

and a semi'dose'up as he stands by the bridge com'

panionway.

Sub-Title—Sea Going Pastimes

There are, of course, the deck sports. A movie ver'

sion of the shuffle board games themselves is worth

while. You can get in some good close'Up work here.

Get some of the players’ feet as they start the disk

off—then a semi'dose'up panoram of the disk itself

as it flies along the deck—and then place your cam'

era directly in the line of play and show the disks

as they slide up to their marks.

Sub-Title—Land

!

Make, or have made, a title to precede each port

of call. In your shots made at Port'Au'Prince,

Kingston, Jamaica, Panama, Havana, and Nassau,

keep the figures of some members of your party in

view. Interesting shots of the natives, Roaring

River Falls, the deLesseps monument, the Malecon,

Morro Castle, the Prado, “Sloppy Joe’s,” the beaches

and banyan trees are made more interesting if

someone appears in them who is known to your

audiences.

And then, of course, you have your shots of New
York Harbor.

Travel
rriHE itinerary of your

trip, whether it is

an extended sea voyage,

or just an afternoon's

auto trip, suggests the

continuity of a film of

the event. Presented

on the screen, a logical

sequence of scenes of

the trip will recall every

interesting occurrence

of your journey. We'll

write of a sea voyage,

and, for the sake of

brevity, a trip from New
York to Havana.
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A Wedding

\ WEDDING is one of

the biggest events

in the lives of many
people in addition to

the bride and groom.

For this reason the film

that most fittingly re-

cords it will not devote

itself exclusively to the

wedding party but will

contain other relevant

material as well. Inci-

dentally, duplicates of

a wedding picture are

sure to be welcomed by

members of the wed-

ding party and make a

most graceful gift.

TITLE
Helen’s And Jim’s Wedding

The wedding picture need not necessarily start with

the scenes of the wedding itself, but may go back

through the days of the couple’s engagement—the

arrival of relatives at the homes of the bride’s and

groom’s parents—the tea given for the bridesmaids

—and the informal party at which the ushers and

bridesmaids are introduced to each other. Now to

the wedding itself!

First, quite logically, might be a long shot of the

church in which the ceremony is to be performed.

Sub-Title—Waiting For The Wedding
Party

And then a medium shot down the length of the

canopied walk leading to the church—pointing out'

ward toward the light.

Sub-Title—Mr. And Mrs. Herrick

Make a semi'dose'Up of, and give individual titles

to, each couple or group as their autos deposit them

at the church door for the wedding. Make similar

shots of the arrival of the parents of the bride and

the groom.

Our next scene finds us also at the church door wait'

ing for a sight of the bride and groom.

Sub-Title—Watchful Waiting

In a medium shot show the group at the church

door armed with bags of rice and good wishes. Get

a close'up or two of one of the rice bags.

Sub-Title—Here They Come!
At this point do the best you can with your Cine'

Kodak, for while a shower of rice will leave your

Cine'Kodak unscathed, it is no great aid to focusing.

Sub-Title—They're Off!

As the bride and groom enter their car, duck around

it and film them as they speed away, and as the

group of well wishers step into the street to wave
good'bye.

Sub-Title—And Next We'll See Them
Here

Make a medium panoram shot of the home they are

to occupy upon their return from their honeymoon.
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TITLE

Mother’s Day

For an opening shot we suggest a close-up of a por-

trait of Mother—about ten seconds in length.

Follow this with a close-up of a Mother's Day greet-

ing card. (You, probably, will not be able to make

this shot, due to the smallness of such cards. If you

will take a greeting card to your dealer for forward-

ing to us at Rochester, we will film the card for you

and send you the processed film for splicing into

your reels. The cost is very slight.)

Then you will want some close-ups and semi-close-

ups of Mother as she is reading her greeting cards,

opening her gifts, or arranging in a vase some

flowers she has received.

Now that you have fittingly introduced Mother,

you will want to show her busy at her regular

duties or pleasures.

Is she a garden devotee? Then by all means secure

some shots of her in the garden.

Does she spend most of her time with the children?

Then have your Cine-Kodak catch her as she cares

for them, reads to them, or joins in with their games.

But—if we are allowed to mention this again—get

her in unposed and perfectly natural attitudes and

surroundings.

If Mother has callers, try to get semi-close-ups of

them all as she greets them. It is quite often possible

to do this without their knowledge, from either a

prearranged place of concealment unknown to the

visitors, or by tucking your Cine-Kodak under your

arm and using the waist high finder.

Then, if Mother is being taken out to dinner,

record her departure, the name of the inn or res*

taurant as shown by its sign, and if you are dining

out of doors, the group at the attractively decorated

table.

Mother
THHERE are a great
A many things that

you can do for Mother
on Mother's Day. And
there's one thing you
can do for yourself.

Make Mother the star

in a movie which shows
as many of her activi-

ties as possible on that

day. And may we again

stress this point—do
not have her act! Re-

member that what you
are after are scenes of

her just as she is today,

and as you would have

her with you forever.

The suggestions on this

page illustrate some of

the possibilities.
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School Days
rpHIS short outline

may be found useful

in filming that great

event in a child's life

—

his first school day.

This is only one of the

many childhood mile-

stones that should by

all means be chronicled

in movies. You'll want
your picture to capture

just as much of the

spirit of the occasion

as possible.

TITLE
School Bell Rings ForWalter

Make a close-up of Walter taken from over his

shoulder as he faces a mirror and fusses with his tie.

A close-up of his hands as he industriously polishes

his shoes.

Then a close-up of the clock—the hands point to

a half hour before school time.

A semi-close-up as Walter devours his breakfast

—

another of Mother as she admonishes him as to his

behavior—and then back to Walter as he gulps his

food and nods in assent.

Then back to the clock—fifteen minutes before the

school bell rings!

Sub-Title—Time To Be Off!

Mother kisses him good-bye at the door and he

starts off—a semi-close-up.

A close-up of Zip’s kennel as he bolts from it at the

sight of Walter.

A medium shot as Walter orders him to return

home.

A long shot as Walter turns and waves good-bye.

Sub-Title—Those Who Remain Behind

A medium shot of Mother as she waves in reply, and

then a semi-close-up of Zip as he sorrowfully

watches his master disappear.

Another long shot of Walter as he joins a companion

and vanishes either in the distance or around a

corner.
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TITLE
Buster Hits His Stride

In a picture of baby’s first steps try to get the

perspective of things as the baby sees them. Your

first scene, then, will be a close-up of baby lying

on the floor or the ground—taken from the ground

level.

Then a semi-close-up of baby sitting up.

Follow this with a medium shot of mother as she

takes baby’s hand and assists him to his feet.

Sub-Title—Can He Stand Alone?

Then a semi-close-up as mother gently withdraws

her hand.

Follow this with a shot of nearby objects taken from

the height of baby’s head. Press the exposure lever

and gently rock the camera back and forth—the

image on the screen will then give a fairly accurate

rendering of how things must look to baby.

Baby makes his first few steps—a semi-close-up.

Put the camera on the floor or the ground and make

a semi-close-up shot of baby’s tottering attempt at

walking.

Then another taken with a slightly more violent

rocking of the camera.

Follow this with a semi-close-up of baby sitting on

the floor, thrilled and a trifle bewildered at his

accomplishment.

Sub-Title—I'll Do Better Next Time

A medium shot as mother picks up Buster, and re-

wards him with a kiss.

A close-up of the final part of the preceding shot.

Baby’s First

Steps
T) ABY'S first few fal-

tering steps by him-
self. What an impor-

tant event in your
household, and what a

precious movie it will

prove to be in later

years! Before long, Bus-

ter will learn to ride his

tricycle, his “bike,” he

will learn to swim and
to skate—but his first

uncertain steps are still

with you on the screen.
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Christmas
TF there is any one day
A in the whole year

that is deserving of a

little discriminating
attention by your Cine-
Kodak, it most certain-

ly is Christmas Day.
Abundantly enriched
with goings on of all

kinds and a universal

feeling of good cheer,

you and your Cine-

Kodak should just
seethe with activity in

the effort to capture

for your screen the

spirit of this Christ-

mas. Another film story

which calls for Cine-

Kodak Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Film.

TITLE
Our 1931 Christmas

A good opening scene for your Christmas picture

would be a close-up of your hands as you address,

or perhaps paint your Christmas cards.

Sub-Title—

“

'Twas The Night Before
Christmas”

As the children hang their stockings at the fire-

place you will want several shots of their more
than ordinarily angelic expressions.

Sub-Title—“The Children Were Nestled
All Snug In Their Beds”

Your camera should again be at hand when the

children are tucked into bed for the night.

The dressing of the Christmas Tree is too momen-
tous an occasion to be omitted from your Christmas
picture. When the tree is dressed, place your Cine-

Kodak on some stationary support and gradually

stop down your camera to give a fade-out effect.

Sub-Title—“When Out On The Lawn
There Arose Such A Clatter”

As the youngsters will see these movies some con-

clusive proof of the existence of Santa will do quite

nicely here. Let us do a little bit of “mantel-top"
photography. Arrange some absorbent cotton in

small tufts along the outside of your mantel. If

you can secure a few toy trees and a toy house or

two, so much the better. A miniature Santa, sleigh

and reindeer equipage is necessary, however. Es-

tablish your Cine-Kodak on the step ladder that

aided you when dressing the tree. Place this at the

left end of the mantelpiece and turn your camera
to the right where Santa and his sleigh may be seen

behind the cotton “snow banks." Start your camera
—and by an invisible string assist “Donder" and
“Bfeen" in pulling Santa and his chariot towards
the camera. A bit of Christmas frosting, sifted past

the camera lens, would do quite nicely, too.

Then make a close-up of a large calendar page read-

ing “December 25."

Get downstairs before the children do and record

their delight as they peer through the bannisters

at the wonders that Santa has wrought.

We can go on and on describing scenes for Christ-

mas Day—but—you’ve caught the idea, we know.
You’ll want to get the preparations for dinner, the
arrival of the guests, the coasting parties in the

afternoon and—oh well—just every possible bit

of this day of days!
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TITLE
Baby’s Day

Make first a semi'dose'up of Baby asleep in her

bassinet.

Sub-Title—Preparedness

A close'Up of her bottle in a pan of steaming water.

Then another close-up of Baby, as she awakes and
inquires lustily as to the whereabouts of her break'

fast.

More close'ups as her demands are met and quieted
with the bottle.

Sub-Title—That Fascinating Foot

Get several close-up shots as Baby admires her foot.

There is nothing cuter than the antics of a baby’s
feet. Place your camera so that nothing is visible of
the baby except her chubby, convulsive leg work.

Sub-Title—Off Again

This, of course, will be another close-up of Baby
as she again falls asleep.

Follow this with a close-up of a clock pointing to

Baby’s next feeding hour.

Then you can repeat the third and fourth scenes

as given above.

Sub-Title—The Sun Goddess

Close'Up and semi'dose'up as Baby is having her

sun bath.

Sub-Title—Washed
Close'Up of Baby in her tub and of her uncertain

clutches at her toy duck as she splashes gloriously

about.

Sub-Title—Dried

Then get several close'ups and semi'dose'ups as

Mother dries Baby with huge towel.

Sub-Title—And Polished

Some more good close'Up work as Baby lies upon

her back and her “tummy” as she is powdered.

Sub-Title-—Baby's Best Friend

A close'Up of Baby and her adoring Mother.

Sub-Title—And Their Best Friend
Dad, of course

!

Baby
FT almost seems un-
* necessary for us to

attempt to advise you
on the making of pic-

tures of Baby, yet, even

they can be made more
interesting if some
thought is given to con-

tinuity. Let us take

Baby, just any day, and
make a record of her

activities. With Cine-

Kodak Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Film
such pictures can be

made indoors as easily

as outdoors, with ordi-

nary home lighting as

the only illumination.
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The Family

\ T one time or an-

other during the

year a holiday, a birth-

day, or an anniversary

serves to bring about a

family reunion and the

opportunity to perma-
nently unite the family

with your Cine-Kodak.

A few preparatory
scenes to introduce this

family picture will

greatly add to the in-

terest of such a film. In

a picture of this type,

especially, close-ups are

to be desired. The use

of Cine-Kodak Super-

SensitivePanchromatic
Film avoids the prob-

lem of special lighting

equipment.

TITLE

Our Family Reunion

A good opening shot for such a picture could be

taken from over Mother's shoulder as she slowly

turns the pages of the family picture album.

Sub-Title—The Day Arrives

—

Get in several close-up and semi-close-up shots of

the preparations for the family dinner—the grocery

boy staggering up the drive under a heaping basket

of provisions—the assembling of the banquet in

the kitchen and the attractively decorated table.

Sub-Title—And So Does The Family

Establish your Cine-Kodak from six to ten feet inside

your door and have Mother and Dad take their

positions just outside the door, one on each side,

and greet the guests as they arrive. Individual titles

of each individual or group as they arrive will fit

in here very nicely indeed.

By tucking your Cine-Kodak under your arm and
using the waist-high finder it is quite often possible

to secure many excellent shots of your subjects

without their knowledge.

Sub-Title—Dad Seats The Guests

Make a medium shot of each of the guests as Dad
steps behind one dining room chair at a time and
helps them to be seated. (Quite a novel touch is

possible here. Film Dad as he pulls back the empty
chair—stop the camera while the guest seats him-

self or herself—and then continue with the shot.

Be sure that the Cine-Kodak is established on some
steady support, and do not move it until each

sequence has been completed. When projected,

Dad will be seen to draw back each empty chair,

bend slightly forward—and, presto—the occupant

of the chair will arrive out of thin air and smilingly

salute the cameraman.)

Then make a semi-close-up panoram shot of each

side of the dinner table.

After dinner, make as many semi-close-ups and
close-up shots as possible of the guests while they

are strolling about the grounds. As no family

picture is complete without a group scene of the

entire family, and, as this must include you, estab-

lish your Cine-Kodak on some steady support on
the lawn—press down the exposure lever to the

locking position, and join the group yourself.
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TITLE
A Day At Home

First, of course, a semi-close-up of you and Dad

at the breakfast table.

Then another as you bid him good-bye at the door.

You will probably open your refrigerator door to

inspect your larder. A semi-close-up.

And another as you order the day's food supply

over the telephone.

Then a medium shot or two as you "pick-up" the

living room.

A close-up, then, of the mantel clock as the hand

points to noon.

Your luncheon—another semi-close-up.

Then try a long shot through the window of Lila

as she calls for you for golf.

During the afternoon you will undoubtedly make

several shots from different distances of the golf

game.

Then back to the mantel clock—the hands point

to 4:30.

A shot or two from various distances as the two of

you have tea.

Another semi-close-up as you bid her good-bye.

Then some close-ups and semi-close-ups of the din-

ner table, all nicely set, the salads in the ice-box

and the roast in the oven.

The mantel clock tells us that it is almost six.

The door opens, and Dad is home.

Self Movies
V¥^HY not a movie of

* * yourself? A movie
of your activities
throughout the day?

It's just as simple as

can be—you need mere-

ly place the Cine-
Kodak on some steady

support, press the ex-

posure lever down as far

as it will go and walk

around into the picture

yourself. Most of the

scenes are of necessity

close-ups and semi-
close-ups. And this is

just as well, for you
simply cannot get too

many of them. A prime
opportunity for Cine-

Kodak Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Film.
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Snowtime
"Li //

nocus-pocus

TITLE
The Sledding Party

t_FERE is a bit of
A A startling camera
magic easily attained

with any Cine - Kodak.
All that is necessary to

secure some really
thrilling winter scenes

is a fully loaded Cine-

Kodak and a well
manned bob-sled, to-

boggan or ordinary
“flyer.” A little extra

splicing is also in order

to secure the more un-
usual effects.

Make first a long shot of the coasting hill from the

bottom.

Then take your stand at the foot of the hill where
the sleds stop, and follow your party from as far

up the hill as possible until they gradually come to

a halt directly in front of the camera. (Focus all

/.i.9 Cine-Kodaks at 25 feet for this shot.)

Have one member of your group clamber on to the

sled with the Cine-Kodak and focus on the back of

the group as they commence their trek up the hill.

Get a medium shot of the group as they again pile

on the sled for the descent and a close-up of the

back man as he pushes off.

Then a long shot from the bottom of the hill to

the top.

Next make a semi-close-up of the group discon-

solately regarding the climb.

After you have made the trip back to the top of the

hill, hold the camera upside down, and shoot from
the rear of the sled as it again rushes downhill.
(When your film has been returned to you from the processing

station, reverse this scene end for end with the emulsion, or

dull side, facing the same way as the balance of the film. When
projected, you will appear to be rushing uphill!)

Make a medium shot of the sledding party as they

again start down the hill, and follow them with
your camera—they are seen to be charging directly

upon some "‘innocent bystander" (probably an-

other of your party). When the sled is about fifty

feet from him, stop your camera. Then, when the

group on the sled has returned from the bottom of

the hill, make a semi-close-up of them on the sled

frantically shouting for the right-of-way.

Place the sled as close as possible to the individual

who was apparently about to be demolished, take

your place on the sled, invert your camera, and
have the rest of the group pull you rapidly away
for a distance of fifty feet—then stop your camera.
Make this shot at half speed if your camera is so equipped.

Reverse this scene in the manner previously described. Your
sledding party will be seen speeding toward the appar-

ently unsuspecting individual—we see the group on the sled

excitedly waving and shouting—and then, with the aid of up-

side-down photography, the sled rushes directly upon your
victim, at which point, through consideration for your audi-

ence, you “cut" your camera.

This finale is guaranteed to make your audience sit

on the edge of their chairs for a moment or two

!
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TITLE
Margery’s Monday

The opening scene will show Margery preparing

her dolls for their bath—semi-close-up.

Then a close-up of the denuded dolls awaiting their

tub.

While her mother pours hot, sudsy water into a

tub, Margery enters the scene with an armful of

her “children's” clothes.

Sub-Title—"Mumsie — These Children

Get Their Clothes Ter'ble Dirty”

Then several close-ups and semi-close-ups as our

heroine douses and rubs, and rinses and wrings her

dollies’ wardrobe.

By now Margery should have a generous share of

the suds on her face and hair—make a close-up.

Sub-Title—There, Now! I'll Hang Them
Up To Dry

Panoram down the line of clothes to Margery,

established on a step-ladder, as she pins the last

“undy” on the line.

Carry your kitchen clock out of doors into the sun.

Make a close-up of it—stop your camera—move

the hands forward a bit—shoot it again, and in

this fashion indicate the passing of about three

hours.

Then make a semi-close-up of Margery at her iron-

ing. First, of course, she expertly “tests” the iron,

and sprinkles her pile of clothes.

A panoram of the dolls, each modestly draped with

a towel, patiently awaiting their clothes—a semi-

close-up.

Your finale? Margery dressing her dolls and pow-

dering their noses—with the aid of Mother's com-

pact.
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Margery^s

Monday
HPHE everyday activi-
A

ties of the children

present splendid oppor-

tunities for short and
interesting movie skits.

We,
ll wager, too, that

the youngsters will be

just as eager to per-

form for the camera as

you are to have them.



July Fourth
A CINE-KODAK rec-
^ ^ ord of Indepen-

dence Day! The Fourth
of July is the most
colorful holiday of
summertime and just

crammed full of worth
while subjects for your
Cine-Kodak. There is

probably no better op-

portunity for the col-

lection of a group of

unusual shots than on
the Fourth of July.

With Cine-Kodak Su-
per-Sensitive Panchro-
matic Film night time
fireworks may be filmed

by /. 1.9 cameras, and
even /. 3.5 cameras will

get the more brilliant

displays.

TITLE
Our Glorious Fourth

A good opening scene for a Fourth of July picture

would be a close-up—not too close!—of the ex-

plosion of a giant firecracker.

An interesting shot to follow this would be of your

dog, fast asleep, and suddenly springing to atten-

tion. This shot can be made at any time and then

spliced into the film at this point.

A good following shot would be of the ascension

of a tin can propelled by the explosion of another

giant cracker.

Following this you could very well show the hurried

disappearance of your dog—and then a close-up as

he peers around the corner of a doorway or a build-

ing. These two shots could easily be “staged.”

Then a group of close-ups of all the different day-

time fireworks. Semi-close-up of Bobby lighting and

throwing a firecracker—Cynthia holding her ears.

Then a semi-close-up as Bobby strikes a heroic pose

and tugs on the string that sets off his toy cannon.

Can you secure a copy of “The Spirit of ’76”? A
close-up of this would fit in very well here.

Then a medium shot of Bobby and two of his friends

similarly attired and giving a spirited rendition of

this well known picture.

After this some shots of the Municipal Parade

would be quite in order.

And then some shots as the neighborhood young-

sters stage their own parade.

Later that evening, if you have an /. 1.9 or /.3-5

lens equipped Cine-Kodak, make shots of the eve-

ning’s fireworks. Pictures of pyrotechnics are very

effective and anything but difficult to get. Get up

close for the pinwheels and flares. Too, they may

be made in Kodacolor—even skyrockets. For

either black and white, or Kodacolor movies with

/. 1.9. cameras, set the diaphragm wide open, and be

certain you are focusing correctly.
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TITLE
The Magic Wand

First establish your Cine'Kodak on some stationary

support so that it will always be in exactly the

same position for the making of all these shots. The

first scene should show Jack playing with a toy—

a

medium shot.

Then we see Jack, as he tires of this old toy, pushing

it from him. He curls up on the floor and falls

asleep.

Stop the camera—have him hold the same

position—ask the little girl who plays the part of a

fairy to step into the picture—and start the camera.

(Her appearance on the screen will be quite startling

in its suddenness.)

Then Jack wakes up and stares at the little fairy

with amazement. His fears overcome by her smile,

he looks from her to his old toy and points to the

toy with a questioning glance.

The fairy reaches downward with her wand

and touches the old toy. Have her hold this exact

position—stop your camera—remove the old toy

and put a new one in its place—and again start your

camera. This will give the effect on the screen of

her magic wand turning Jack’s old toy into the

new and glistening one of his desires.

Next you will want to get a shot of Jack as he de'

lightedly clasps his new toy to him. He then re'

members his manners and reaches for the little fairy

to thank her. Have Jack hold his position—stop

your camera—ask the fairy to step out of the picture

—and start your camera again. Behold! Jack’s

pretty benefactress has vanished even as he reaches

for her!

Jack turns around in bewilderment to see if his new

toy is still there. It is—but even as he reaches for

the toy—it also vanishes and the old one takes its

place. Jack appears obviously very bewildered and

disgusted with the whole affair.

Fairy Land
P l^his bit of magic is

^ obtained by simply

stopping and starting

the Cine-Kodak at the

places designated. The
resulting movie will

seem as wonderful as

an Arabian Night's
story. The boy and
girl who star in this

superproduction must
be old enough to under-

stand and follow direc-

tions. Another picture

easily possible with
Cine-Kodak Super-
SensitivePanchromatic
Film and ordinary
home lighting or a

Kodalite.
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The Bathing

Party

IT doesn't take much
ingenuity to plan a

bang-upmovie story
of a beach party
with something doing

every minute. Your
Cine-Kodak will be
working overtime get-

ting it all. This sug-

gestion is something
just a little different.

TITLE
A Saga Of The Suits

Get first a semi'dose'up panoram of the party’s

suits strung full length along a clothes line.

Then another semi'dose'up panoram of the bathing

party in the same suits and in the same order on

the beach.

You’ll want plenty of medium and semi'dose'up

shots of the warming up exercises—leap frog,

throwing the medicine ball or “one'O'Cat.”

Sub-Title—Who'll Duck First?

Get a medium panoram shot of the party as they

rush into the water.

One member of the group is not quite so eager—he

is seen to cautiously approach the water and thrust

one foot tentatively into it. The rest of the party

espy him and pounce upon him. Then show him

fleeing towards the water, but cut this shot at the

moment he appears ready to dive in. Shoot him

with your camera held upside down as he bac\s to

the water’s edge, shakes his head, beats his chest,

rubs his arms and legs, and then walks slowly back'

wards into the water. Reverse this scene end for

end in your film reel and he will appear to walk out

of the water, suddenly and miraculously as dry as

though he had never entered it!

You’ll want plenty of close'ups and semi'dose'ups

of all the exploits of the accomplished and mis'

adventures of the unskilled at the diving float.

And then, a semi'dose'up of the party in the same

order as before.

Followed by a semi'dose'up of the dripping bathing

suits back on the line.

And a good closing shot would be a medium shot

of the group in the same order and dressed in sports

clothes. They execute a right face and march into

the house for dinner.
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TITLE
Grandmother

Try for a silhouette or sembsilhouette of Grand'

mother seated by a window.

Suddenly one of the children appears at the win'

dow, flattens his chubby nose against the pane, and

urges "Gamma" to come outside.

Another silhouette as she tells him to run along and

play. He disappears

—

Grandmother
VOU'LL want Grand

-

mother in your
movie library, ofcourse.

But remember to strive

for shots that show her

as you know and love

her, in natural, un-
posed situations! This

outline will help you to

accomplish this.

Sub-Title—Further Inducements

—And reappears with her garden basket and shears.

She rises and moves out of the scene.

Then a close'up as she comes out the door, scolding

the child with mock seriousness for bothering her.

A medium to semi'dose'Up shot of the two, hand

in hand, as they approach the garden.

Make several close'Ups in the garden as Grand'

mother cuts the flowers and the child places them

in the basket.

Then, as she turns to hand him a flower, we find

that he has disappeared!

Follow this with a medium shot as the child

scampers towards the house.

Then a close'up of the cause of his disappearance

—

a bee on one of the flowers.

A close'up of Grandmother calling for the boy to

return.

And then a close'up of the two. Grandmother

brings back his smiles by tickling his nose with a

flower and kisses him.
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Roger's First

Bike

VJ17ILL you ever for-
* ^ get your feelings

on arrival of your first

bicycle? Compared
with it, the adult thrill

evoked by a new car is

as nothing. A movie of

Roger, or of Jean, com-
ing into his or her own
with a shiny new tri-

cycle or two-wheeler,
will always be a bright

spot in an evening's

entertainment for your

family and friends, for

Roger or Jean and their

friends—and in the pic-

tures you will live again

your own thrill of years

ago.

v

TITLE
A Big Day For Roger

As Roger’s first bike is in the nature of a surprise

for him, our first scene will be a close-up as Mother

gives him a half dollar for a purchase to be made at a

nearby store—thereby getting Roger out of the

picture so that the surprise may be complete.

You will then want a long shot as Roger disconso'

lately disappears down the street.

Then a medium shot as Dad carries the bicycle out

on the porch.

Next a sembclose'up of the shiny new bicycle.

Sub-Title—Not A Friend In The World!

Another long shot as Roger trudges homeward.

Go down the walk to meet him and engage his

attention for a moment as you film him—then have

Dad call to him from the porch—as he whirls about

to respond to this greeting you will have a chance

to get one of the best shots in your film library.

Roger’s delight as he spies the new bike, halts in

surprise, and then rushes up the walk to investigate,

will make a priceless shot.

You will then want some medium shots as he tries

the new bike about the driveway.

(The following scenes apply only to a bicycle.)

Sub-Title— Used To Be Pretty Good At
This Myself”

Make a few medium and semi'close^up shots as

Dad takes over the bicycle from Roger and mounts

it—giving a decidedly precarious and bowlegged

performance.

Then another sembclose'up as Dad shakes his head

and turns the bicycle back to its triumphant owner.

A panoram shot as Roger jumps on his bicycle and

disappears down the street.
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TITLE
Baby Graduates
From The Tub

Show Dad and Baby together in a semi-close-up

while he gives her lessons in land swimming as she

lies upon the porch floor.

Mother enters the scene with Baby’s suit, which

Dad measures against his own.

Then make a close-up as Mother puts the suit on

Baby.

Sub-Title—Baby Goes A-Bathing

Get a medium to long shot of Mother and Dad

with Baby between them as all three walk toward

the water.

Then some medium and semi-close-up shots as

Mother establishes herself on the beach, and Dad

and Baby go towards the water. Baby waves good-

bye to Mother.

Semi-close-up as Baby stands at the water's edge.

A wave comes up and splashes against her knees.

Be certain to get a close-up of her expression at this

point.

Sub-Title—Like A Duck To Water

Baby’s fright changes to delight as she learns that

there is nothing very much to be afraid of after all.

Make some semi-close-ups as Dad coaxes her out

into deeper water.

Close-ups and semi-close-ups as Baby sits down

in the water and thoroughly enjoys herself.

Long to medium to semi-close-up shot as Dad comes

out of the water with Baby on his shoulder and

puts her down on the sand by Mother.

Semi-close-up to medium to long shot asJBaby, after

picking up her pail and shovel, toddles back towards

the water’s edge.

Baby’s First Trip

to the Beach
T^ABY'S first trip to

the beach is quite

an occasion for her,

should be for you, and
most certainly can be

for your Cine-Kodak.

In this, and in all of

the other outlines, re-

member that you need

but place the Cine-

Kodak on some level

surface and you can get

into the film yourself.
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Golf
YVJHETHER it's Dad
* * and Mother, or

Dad and Junior, or a

mixed foursome, every

game of golf offers a

splendid chance to get

in some excellent work
with a Cine-Kodak.
And there is no reason

why a few unusual
close-ups cannot be
used to further the in-

terest of your movies.

The foibles of your fa-

vorite foursome can be

woven into a most in-

teresting little movie
skit.

TITLE
A Morning On The Links

Make first, a semi-close-up panoram of your four-

some.

Then make an individual close-up of each player as

she or he tees up and drives off—show only their

hands as the balls are teed and their feet as they

drive.

One of your foursome has an incurable attachment

for sandtraps—make a semi-close-up of a ball rolling

into one.

Another invariably becomes entangled with every

clump of bushes—show her ball as it rolls into some

shrubbery. These are both "staged" shots.

The other two, either through luck or ability, fare

better, and we see them in a medium shot waiting

at the green for the unfortunates.

From the top of a bunker make a semi-close-up of

handfuls of sand rising into the air. Then show the

cause—as the player belabors his ball about the

trap.

Switch to the thicket, from which the fourth player

appears, counts up to ten on her fingers, shrugs her

shoulders, and with a prodigious swipe, pitches her

ball out onto the green within three feet of the cup

—as shown by a close-up of a ball rolling to that

position.

Your sandtrap artist is shown taking a final despair-

ing swing at the ball. Back to the green—three

heads turn as one as they apparently follow the

ball; which is then shown in a close-up, resting

midway between the other ball and the cup!

Sub-Title—Never Say Die!

The thwarted player then performs a bit of magic.

Place your Cine-Kodak just beyond the cup and

facing the balls. Have your player just tap her ball

—it rolls around the other and drops into the cup

!

This is easily accomplished by “flicking" the ex-

posure lever and moving the ball by hand an inch or

two between each exposure.
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TITLE The New Sled

Jack's New Sled

If Jack thinks half as much of his new sled as we
expect he will, your opening shot could very well

be a semi'dose'Up of him admiring it.

Then we see Jack as he climbs on the sled and his

father tows him away toward the coasting hill.

First in a medium shot and then the long shot.

Sub-Title—Now, For The Real Fun!

After this some long and medium shots of the coast'

ing hill and its crowd of enthusiastic pleasure seek'

ers.

Jack prepares to make a solo. We see him in a semi'

close'up as his father establishes him on his sled and

starts him downhill. Follow him with your camera

for the length of his trip.

And next we see him as he trudges back up the

hill, pulling the sled behind him.

Then have him wait at the top of the hill until you

have reached the bottom with your Cine'Kodak,

and film him as he starts and glides down the hill

directly in front of your camera.

Give him the camera and have him make a shot of

you as you pull him back up the hill.

Sub-Title—“Now You Try It, Daddy”

Have Jack make a semi'dose'Up of you, as you

hesitate and hedge a bit before accepting the invita'

tion.

And then a medium shot as you start off down the

hill.

Follow this with a close'up of Jack as he watches

you. (This shot can be made at any time and spliced

into this position.)

Then another medium shot of you as you stage a

spill.

And back to Jack as he laughs at your predicament.

For a closing shot, we see Jack as he endeavors to

pull his “disabled” parent back to the comfort and

safety of his fireside. (This shot can be made by

either asking someone else to hold the camera for a

moment, or by placing it in the snow, tipped slightly

upward, and having Jack pull you into the scene.)
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rriHIS outline could

easily be changed to

relate the advent of

skis, skates, snowshoes,

or a toboggan. What-
ever the new toymay be,

the result is sure to be

a winter's story of Jack

that will occupy an im-

portant place in your

family film library.



An Evening’s

Entertainment

QUITE often, when
,you have several

friends in for the eve-

ning, they will bring up
the idea ofyour making
movies of them all.

Although interesting

pictures may be made
of such gatherings with
artificial light—why not
go a bit further than
this? This outline sug-

gests how some movie
silhouettes may be
made that will not only

entertain the group
who enact them, but
also future gatherings.

For the proper meth-
od of silhouette making
see “Hallowe'en” out-

line on page 30.

TITLE
Silhouette Vaudeville

Perhaps one of your guests is adept at juggling. This

act never looks better than when it is done in sib

houette.

Or, the host can “fake
11

some sleight-of-hand. With

the help of stop-camera work, the capacity of a top

hat can be magnified a hundred times over—inani-

mate or thoroughly alive objects and individuals

made to disappear and appear at will—and all the

other mystifying bits of lederdemain known to every

amateur magician.

Sub-Title—Cinematic Charades

Pantomime, by the way, is seen at its best when en-

acted in silhouettes. One very delightful entertain-

ment that you might try is the making of charades

in mute silhouettes. The different syllables of the

unknown words are merely performed in silent pan-

tomime. Not only does this novel touch to an ever

popular pastime provide first-rate enjoyment to the

“cast
1
’ but during many future evenings these films

can be flashed upon the screen for the beguilement

of other audiences. After the projection of each

syllable the projector should be halted for the guests

to make pencil or mental notes before the panto-

mimic versions of the following syllables are shown.

And, for those who are not overly-squeamish, the

staging of a burlesque operation in silhouette is

guaranteed to provoke endless merriment. We will

leave the details to the making of such a film to your

own imagination!

Sub-Title—Silly Silhouettes

Again, the making of burlesqued versions of

nursery rhymes in silhouette, such as “Little Miss

Muffet,” “Old Mother Hubbard,” “Simple Simon”

and many others can quite easily be made into ex-

cruciatingly ridiculous reels of cinematic drollery.

The “properties” for such skits can quite simply

be cut from pieces of cardboard.
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TITLE
Camp Dudley

The Youngster’s

Summer Camp

Your first scene could very well be a semi'dose'up

of the camp sign over the gate. Then follow this

with a long panoram of the camp.

Sub-Title—Here's Our Director

—

“Chief"
Beckman

It should not be hard to get one or two good semi'

close-ups of the camp director. If possible, have your
youngster get in this scene with him.

Sub-Title—And Here's Where I Lived

Then picture shots from various distances of the

youngster’s tent, with him and as many of his tent

fellows as possible in the scene. Do not have them
pose for this—but strive for naturalness in every

shot.

Sub-Title—This Is Dan Hardy, Our
Counselor

A semi'dose'Up of the boy with his counselor.

Sub-Title—And Here Are The Fellows
Who Share The Tent With Me

Then, two or three at a time, get some close-ups

and semi'close'ups of the boy’s chums. Have them
busy at something

—
"policing” the ground just in

front of the tent, sweeping up the tent, or, perhaps,

devouring the cake you brought with you.

Then some titled close-ups of the youngster’s chums.
Perhaps a medium panoram of the beach, diving

platforms and floats.

In this fashion film the entire camp as the boy shows
you about. Get the camp postoffice, the immaculate

and shining tables in the open air dining hall, the

camp members as they stream up the campus at

"chow” call and semi'dose'ups of the participants

in the afternoon’s exhibition ball game.

When the boy has returned home from camp, many
other scenes may be filmed and spliced into the ones

you made on Parents’ Day for the making of as near

a complete record as possible of the boy’s summer
at camp. He will undoubtedly have a great many
snapshots. Your dealer will forward these to us for

the making of short lengths of movie film, and they

can be very nicely interspersed with your own
shots. Likewise, the camp banner and any awards
the boy may have won during the summer. With a

little editing, a little splicing, and a few titles, you
can prepare a picture that the boy, and you your'

selves, will never tire of seeing.

TN all likelihood your
^ boy or your girl will

spend the summer at a

camp. Equally proba-

ble is your visit on
Parents' Day. As the

youngsters show you
about the grounds and
introduce you to their

camp mates, you will

want to bring your
Cine-Kodak into action

to record the scenes

and friends so dear to

them. Make your shots

with the idea in mind
that it is their film for

them to enjoy in the

years to come. We will

speak first of the scenes

you can make on Par-

ents' Day and then of

those that might he

made later on.
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The

"Whiffenpoof"

\ thrilling picture

—

but one that can
be enacted on any half

acre oflawn or meadow.
Although only vague

rumors exist as to the

appearance and habits

of the Whiffenpoof, due
to the fact that no one
has ever really seen one,

we can make a picture

of a Whiffenpoof hunt,

can't we?

TITLE
Hunting The Whiffenpoof

Following the customary procedure of big game
pictures the first scene should be a medium shot of

the hunting party in camp on the ‘Veldt."' The
youngsters’ tent should serve very well for this.

A bit of mosquito netting is also in order, as is,

we understand, one of those portable bathtubs.

Baby’s long-legged rubber tub will do very nicely

here. The boy playing the part of the big game
hunter might step a few paces in front of the tent

to give some terse directions to his camp followers.

Sub-Title—On Safari

This should be a long shot of the expedition as it

treks in single file through a nearby field. With the

permission of the dictator of the kitchen, Obediah
and Rastus Napoleon Jones could very well be

worked into this scene as the porters. We suggest

a few semi-close-ups of the pair as they trudge along,

and precariously balance on their heads two boxes

that might lead your audience to believe that the

expedition was financed by the Fels Naphtha Co.

Sub-Title—Whiffenpoof Country

Make a semi-close-up as the leader turns about and
holds up his hand to halt the weary column.

Sub-Title—Marvin Goes Forth To Slay

Then get some medium and semi-close-up shots as

the expedition’s leader bids good-bye to his “wife,”

and fares forth with his “gun bearer” to outwit the

King of the Jungle.

Get some semi-close-ups as the two cautiously pro-

ceed through the tall grass.

A semi-close-up as the gun bearer stretches out an
arresting arm and points ahead.

Sub-Title—“Simba” (which, if we know
our Martin Johnson, is Junglese for Lion)

A long shot of some bushes being violently agitated

by the unseen animal.

A medium shot as the two take to the trees.

More waving of the bushes—and then a flash back

to the treed hunters—your denouement—a semi-

close-up of a very small kitten or puppy as it comes
out into the open.
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TITLE
The Easter Egg Hunt

Medium shot—from the floor or ground level—of

several bunnies peering from behind furniture or

clumps of bushes.

Sembclose'up of one or two of them gradually back'

ing out of sight. (You can accomplish this animated

model work by moving the rabbits an inch or two

at a time and just pressing the exposure lever for a

fraction of a second after each move. Have the

camera on some steady, stationary object.)

Close-ups of some of the various bunnies with their

nests of Easter eggs.

Sub-Title—“Ready for the Hunt!”

Semi'dose'Up panoram of the youngsters ready to

begin the hunt for the eggs.

Medium shots of the children as they scamper ex'

citedly about, baskets on arms, hunting for the

eggs.

Sub-Title—“After All Our Work”

Close-up panoram of the heads of the rabbits ap'

pearing over back of couch or hedge, seemingly

watching the children in their search.

Semi'dose'ups of some of the children as they dis'

cover the nests of eggs.

Semi'dose'up panoram of the children, filled baskets

on their arms, showing the cameraman their harvest

of Easter eggs.

Then show one little tot—there generally is such a

one—who has had no luck at all in locating any eggs,

and still runs excitedly about in his search.

He gives up in despair, crawls into a chair, and

discovers a bountiful nest of eggs under a pillow

—

semi'dose'up.

Semi'dose'ups of one or two of the rabbits peering

out from behind the furniture or shrubbery.

Easter Day
DUNN I ES—Children
—Easter Eggs—Bas-

kets—what more de-

lightful occasion is

there to catch those
youngsters of yours in

their happiest and
most natural mo-
ments? Surely you'll

have your Cine-Kodak
loaded on Easter Morn
—Let's join the Easter

Egg Hunt!
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The Start of a

Perfect Day
tFERE'S an easily
A made film story

that will strike a re-

sponsive chord in the

hearts of many. Bobby,
whose outspoken desire

is to be a ^^
p

,liceman/ ,

has been thoroughly
convinced of the neces-

sity of proper exercise.

Cine-Kodak Super-
Sensitive Panchromatic
Film will make easy

these indoor shots.

TITLE

Training For The “Force”

Sub-Title—“At The Next Stroke Of The
Gong”

Get first a close-up of your alarm clock rattling its

signal to be up and about. If your alarm clock does

not rattle of its own accord the manipulation of one

or two fine black silk threads will produce the de-

sired effect.

Sub-Title—“It Will Be Exactly Seven-
Fifteen o'clock”

Then get a close-up of Bobby as he awakes.

He dons his “gym suit” (underwear will do) in

preparation for his early morning exercises. Semi-

close-up.

Then we see him in another semi-close-up as he

tunes in the radio set for guidance in his setting up

exercises.

Sub-Title—“Through The Courtesy Of
The Columbia Broadcasting System”

You will then wish to get several medium and semi-

close-up shots of Bobby doing his daily dozen with

the help of the radio.

After this a semi-close-up of him in his bath.

As evidence of his fitness Bobby “muckles” his

arm, as seen by a close-up. Then we have several

semi-close-ups of him as he is being dressed.

Sub-Title—This Part Comes Easiest

We now see him at the breakfast table—with more

food in front of him than he can possibly eat—eat-

ing away in hearty optimism.

He has apparently accomplished the impossible

—

for the next shot—a semi-close-up—shows all the

dishes empty and Bobby rubbing his stomach in

contentment.
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With Cine-Kodak SUPER-SENSITIVE Panchro-

matic Film you can make crisp, clear close-ups

indoors at /.1.9 with but two 100 watt lamps—
Even group scenes may be filmed by turning a

few extra bright lights into wall or ceiling fixtures,

or in bridge and floor lamps—Dull or rainy day

pictures, movies near dusk, are easy with SUPER-
SENSITIVE Film For nighttime movies out-

doors, wherever there are bright lights, this re-

markable new film is equally effective.

A marvelous film that opens up a new world of

picture opportunities for f.3.5 as well as /.1.9

cameras— Twice as fast as “Pan” Film with day-

light—About three times as fast with artificial

light— About six times as fast as ordinary 16 mm.
film with artificial light.

Use at one diaphragm stop smaller than usual

for outdoor daytime filming.

|'V>r all indoor

shots day or

nigh t and out-
door shots at

night or on
tin 1 1 days.

Priced at $4for

the 50 -foot
roll , and $7.50

for the 100-

foot roll.

Super-sensitive

Panchromatic Film
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Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film—Definitely the

best and most popular film for general usage

—

Technically speaking, “it reproduces all colors

more nearly in their accurate black and white

relationship than other film”—Which might be

exemplified by stating that whereas ordinary film

would reproduce a red and black striped scarf as

solid black, “Pan” would clearly distinguish be-

tween the two (black as black and red as gray)

—

With or without a Color Filter, landscapes, cloud

and water scenes take on a new significance and

beauty when shot with “Pan.”

Film-wise amateurs of today have learned to de-

pend upon Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Safety Film

—It gets the picture—And gets it incomparably

well

!

In 50- and 100-

foot lengths
for all 16 mm.
cameras.

Cine-Kodak

Panchromatic Safety Film
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Only Kodacolor Film enables you to make mov-

ies in Kodacolor—And until you have made mov-

ies in Kodacolor you have missed one of the biggest

thrills of movie making—Kodacolor reproduces

on the screen every color at which you may point

your camera, richly, accurately, completely—
Kodacolor, being true color, has a beauty beyond

all other films—Any /. 1.9 lens equipped Cine-

Kodak will make Kodacolor movies with the help

of a Kodacolor Filter—All Kodascopes (except the

Model C) project Kodacolor when fitted with a

Kodacolor Filter.

Ask your dealer to project Kodacolor for you

—

judge for yourself its realistic and beautiful color

reproductions.

Available in

100-foot rolls

as well as 50-

foot rolls. $9

for 100 feet;

$4.75 for 50
feet.

Just as easy to

use as black

and white
film.

Eastman

Kodacolor Film
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You can show full length fea-

ture pictures in your own home,
too! Do you know you can rent,

for home showing, such movie
successes as “Beau Brummel,”
“The Drop Kick,” “We’re in the

Navy Now,” “Othello” and near-

ly 500 other pictures? That you
can see on your own screen many
of the most famous movie stars

in their best pictures? This is

another advantage of having a home movie outfit!

These pictures, which require from fifteen

minutes to about an hour and a half for projec-
tion, are available through branch libraries of
Kodascope Libraries, Inc. Your Cine-Kodak deal-
er will tell you the address of the nearest library.

Amateurs desiring a well balanced home movie
program will do well to include in their movie
menus one of the splendid feature films offered

by Kodascope Library Branches and distributors.

Kodascope
Library Releases
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CINEGRAPH

Cinegraphs—short professional movies— can’t

take the place of pictures that you make yourself,

but they lend variety to the evening’s movie pro-

gram.
Subjects included in Cinegraphs range from

comedies featuring Charlie Chaplin to such
thrilling films as “The Epic of Everest.” There
are over a hundred and twenty-five pictures

from which to make your selections.

Most Cine-Kodak dealers both sell and rent

Cinegraphs. Many Cinegraphs you will want to

buy, just as you collect worth while books for

your library. Others, like some books, you will

want to rent for an evening’s showing.
Get acquainted with Cinegraphs, and you’ll

find even greater pleasure in your home movie
outfit!

ANIMATED
s=r^ CARTOONS,

Kodak
Cinegraphs
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The Kodascope Rapid Splicer and Rewind
For those amateur movie makers who realize that editing

has its own important part to play in the world of home
movies. Priced at $25

The 1 5 mm. /. 2.7

Wide Angle Lens
For Model K Cine-Kodak.

Covers the largest area from
the shortest distance—No-
tice the illustration—Dotted
lines indicate area covered
hy 25 mm./. 1.9 lens at 10 ft.

Full picture shows added
coverage of the 15 mm./.2.7
lens. Priced at $45

Kodalite, Model B
Increases your camera’s

usefulness indoors, daytime
or at night. The Kodalite
enables you to transform
every opportunity into a
picture. Priced at $15

The f.4.5
Telephoto Lenses

The 4^6 inch lens for Model
K Cine-Kodak enlarges the
size of images 4^ diameters.
The 3 inch lens for the Model
K and/.l.9 Models B and BB
Cine-Kodaks enlarges the
size of images 3 diameters.
The \H. inch lens is priced at
$60. The 3 inch lens at $45.

Cine-Kodak Equipment
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